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We study a new class of tableaux defined by a certain condition on hook-ranks. 
Many connections with the classical theory of standard Young tableaux are 
developed, as well as applications to the problem of enumerating reduced decom- 
positions of permutations in S,. If? 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we define and study a new class of combinatorial objects 
called balanced tableaux. They are obtained by labeling the Ferrets 
diagram of an integer partition, so that certain rank conditions (to be 
described in Section 2) are satisfied. Balanced tableaux have much in com- 
mon with the more familiar standard Young tableaux (which are defined by 
a simpler rank condition), although the connections between these two 
classes of objects do not seem to lie on the surface. Our main theorem 
proves that for a fixed shape, standard tableaux and balanced tableaux are 
equinumerous, and obtain explicit bijections between these two families. 
Along the way, we study numerous other relationships between the two 
kinds of tableaux. 

We were motivated in this work by a conjecture [ 171 of R. P. Stanley, 
subsequently proved in [ 181. Stanley studied the number of maximal 
chains in the so-called weak order (sometimes called the weak Bruhat order) 
of the symmetric group S,. In particular, he proved that for each n, this 
number is equal to the number fi of standard Young tableaux of shape 
A=lcnl= {n-l, n-2,..., 2, 1). In subsequent sections, this shape will be 
called a staircase. Stanley’s argument was based on properties of Schur 
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functions, and did not yield an explicit correspondence between maximal 
chains and standard tableaux. In this paper we give a bijection between 
balanced tableaux of staircase shape and maximal chains in the weak order 
of S,. Using this correspondence, we can view balanced tableaux (of stair- 
case shape) as a natural encoding of inversions in a maximal chain. We 
also give two different bijections between standard staircase tableaux and 
maximal chains in S,, thus providing a purely combinatorial basis for 
Stanley’s result. This approach yields additional information about the 
number of maximal chains in subintervals of S,, and settles a conjecture 
about these numbers made in [lS]. 

One of our mappings (from standard staircase tableaux to balanced 
staircase tableaux) relies heavily on techniques introduced by M. P. Schiit- 
zenberger, in particular his theory of promotion and evacuation of tableaux. 
(See [13, 14, 161.) We make several new contributions to this theory. Our 
correspondence constructs a maximal chain associated with a standard 
staircase tableau by iterative application of Schiitzenberger’s evacuation 
operator. 

To describe the inverse correspondence (from balanced staircase 
tableaux to standard staircase tableaux) we introduce a variant of the 
Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence ( [ 11, 12, 63; see [ 16]), which 
associates to each word w  in an ordered alphabet a pair (P(w), Q(w)) of 
tableaux with certain properties. There is an obvious way to encode balan- 
ced staircase tableaux (and hence, by our correspondence, maximal chains 
in the weak order of S,) as words of length (1) in an alphabet 
N = { 1,2,..., n - 1 }. These words are known as reduced decompostions in 
S,. When applied to such words, our modified Robinson-Schensted- 
Knuth correspondence is injective in its second component, with image 
equal to the set of all standard staircase tableaux. Hence we obtain a 
second correspondence between balanced and standard tableaux (of stair- 
case shape), and a second explicit bijection which verifies Stanley’s 
theorem. A correspondence essentially equivalent to this has been obtained 
independently by Lascoux and Schiitzenberger in their study of the so- 
called “nil-plactic monoid” [S]. 

Most of the results in this paper were obtained in 1982 and announced 
(without proofs) in the proceedings of the 1983 Boulder conference on 
algebraic combinatorics [S]. The present paper contains complete proofs, 
as well as additional results including 

l some explicit correspondences for special classes of shapes, 

l some results on symmetries of the generalized Robinson-Schensted- 
Knuth correspondence, 

l more detailed information about the number of maximal chains in 
subintervals of the weak order. 
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The remaining sections are organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the 
basic definitions, and proves some elementary facts about balanced 
tableaux. Section 3 illustrates the fundamental bijection in some relatively 
easy special cases. Section 4 makes the connection between balanced stair- 
case tableaux and maximal chains in the weak order of S,. Section 5 sum- 
marizes some background material from Schiitzenberger’s theory of 
promotion and evacuation, and uses these ideas to define the mapping r 
from standard staircase tableaux to maximal chains in the weak order (and 
hence balanced staircase tableaux). Section 6 constructs the inverse map- 
ping Y, using ideas based on the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspon- 
dence. Section 6 concludes by showing that Y is a bijection, thus com- 
pleting the combinatorial proof of Stanley’s theorem. Section 7 concerns 
technical properties of the mapping r, and proves that f and Y are inver- 
ses. Section 8 applies the methods of Sections 5 and 6 to count maximal 
chains in arbitrary subintervals of S,, and applies these results to settle the 
conjecture of Stanley mentioned above. Section 9 proves the main theorem 
on balanced tableaux for arbitrary shapes. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We begin by reviewing some of the basic terminology of partitions and 
tableaux. 

Let ,I= {IZ1,,12,...,&,,} be a partition of n, that is, i,+I,+ ... +Am=n 
and 1, al,>, ... a&,,. The Fevers diagram of I, is a left-justified array of 
cells (usually represented by dots or squares) with i, in the first row, A2 in 
the second, etc. We will usually not distinguish between a partition and its 
diagram. A tableau T of shape I is an assignment of integers to the cells in 
the diagram of A. The entry in the ith row and jth column of T will be 
denoted by tii. If T is a tableau of shape 1, we also write J = A(T). 

Let A and p be partitions such that pi < Ai for each i. Then the diagram of 
p fits entirely inside the diagram of A. The skew diagram n/p is the array of 
cells obtained by removing the cells of p from the cells of A. A skew tableau 
of shape n/p is an assignment of integers to the cells of the skew diagram 
VP. 

A tableau (ordinary or skew) with n cells is said to be standard if the 
labels tij form a permutation of { 1, 2,..., n}, and are increasing along rows 
and columns. Figure 2.1 illustrates standard tableaux of ordinary and skew 
shape. 

To each cell (i, j) in a Ferrers diagram (ordinary or skew), we associate 
the hook H,, which is the subdiagram consisting of all cells 

{ (i,j’)lj’ aj} u { (2, j)(i’ 2 i}. 
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1 2 4 5 w 3 6 9 

7‘ 10 

L9 
X = {4,3,2,1} 

14/ 
X = {4,3,2,1} 

ti = {3,1) 

FIG. 2.1. Standard tableaux (ordinary and skew). 

The hook height h,(i, j) of cell (i, j) is the number of cells below (and 
including) (i, j) in H,. Similarly, the hook width h w(i, j) of (i, j) is the num- 
ber of cells to the right of (and including) (i, j). The hook length h( i, j) is 
defined to be the cardinality of H,, that is, 

h(i,j)=h,(i,j)+h,(i,j)- 1. 

If ,I is an ordinary partition, the conjugate partition ,I* is defined by 

;1,? = card(illl; >j). 

Thus for ordinary partitions, 

h”(i,j)=AF--i+l 

h,(i,j)=Ai-j+ 1 

h(i,j) = (A;--j) + (A? -i) + 1. 

Let T be a tableau, and let (i, j) be a cell in the corresponding Ferrers 
diagram. The hook rank r(i,j) of label tii is defined to be the number of 
labels try in H, which are less than or equal to t,. Thus, for example, 
r(i,j) = 1 if and only if the “corner” label tii is the smallest label in H,. 

DEFINITION 2.1. An ordinary tableau is said to be balanced if 
r(i,j) = hH(i,j) for all cells (i,j). 

Figure 2.2 illustrates a balanced tableaux. Notice that standard tableaux 
can also be defined by a rank condition: T is standard if r(i,j) = 1 for all 
cells (i,j). Despite the similarity in definition, the two classes of tableaux do 
not seem to be related in an obvious way. 

For any partition 1, let Y(A) denote the set of standard tableaux of 
shape 1, and let 93(n) denote the set of balanced tableaux of shape 1. Letf, 
and b, denote the cardinalities of 9’(A) and 9?(n), respectively. We can now 
state our main result: 

THEOREM 2.2. b, = fi, for aN partitions il. 
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FIG. 2.2. Balanced tableau of shape A = {4,3,2, 1). 

Theorem 2.2 will proved in Section 8, by exhibiting an explicit bijection 
between Y(A) and &?(A). Figure 2.3 illustrates this correspondence when 
A= (3,2, 1 }. In each pair the standard tableau is on the left and the balan- 
ced tableau is on the right. 

One might hope to prove Theorem 2.2 by methods similar to those used 
to derive standard facts about the fi’s. For example, one might seek a 
recurrence for the b,‘s analogous to the well-known formula 

fi=Cfj 
R- 

(2.1) 

where the sum is over all shapes obtained by deleting a border cell from A. 

p-p p-p 

p-‘” F-” 
FIG. 2.3. Bijection between Y(I) and ST(A). 
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Formula (2.1) is obvious for standard tableaux, since the largest label must 
occur on a border cell, and removing it gives a standard tableau of shape 
i -. For balanced tableaux, however, this is not the case: the largest label 
need not occur on the border, and even when it does its removal leaves the 
tableau unbalanced. Surprisingly, formula (2.1) also holds for balanced 
tableaux (as it must, by virtue of Theorem 2.2), yet we know of no simple 
direct proof. 

We conclude this section with several elementary lemmas concerning 
balanced tableaux. Throughout this discussion n will always denote the 
number of cells in 1. The first lemma shows that certain inequalities in a 
balanced tableau are always forced. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let T be a balanced tableau shape 1, and let (i, j) be a cell in 
the diagram of T. Then 

hH(i,j)=h,,(i,j+ 1) =ti,<ti,+, (2.2) 

and 

h,(i,j)=h,(i+l,j)*t,>ti+, ,. (2.3) 

Proof Trivially, if T is balanced, the operation of transposing T and 
replacing each label i by n + 1 - i preserves the property of being balanced. 
Thus by symmetry it suffices to prove (2.2). If h,(i, j) = 1 then tii must be 
the smallest element of H,, and the conclusion follows immediately. Next 
assume that tki < t, i+ I has been proved for all k < i. We will shown that 
tij ’ ti j+ I is impossible. If h,(i, j+ 1) = h, then tj j+ 1 is larger than exactly 
hentriesinHij+,.Ift,>tj,+, then tO is larger than all of these entries, as 
well as t, j+, itself. This means that tii dominates at least h + 1 entries in its 
own hook, which is a contradiction. Hence tii< ti j+ ,, and the lemma 
follows by induction. 1 

Lemma 2.3 shows that a balanced tableau of shape 1 may be decom- 
posed into rectangular “zones” (in which h,(i, j) and h,(i, j) are constant) 
such that in each zone the labels increase along rows and decrease along 
columns (see Fig. 2.4). As a special case we have: 

COROLLARY 2.4. If T is a balanced tableau of rectangular shape, and T* 
is obtained by reji’ecting T about a horizontal axis, then T* is standard, and 
conversely. i 

Next we prove a lemma which shows that the largest label in a balanced 
tableau can be added or deleted (with care) under special circumstances. 

607163, I-4 
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FIG. 2.4. The “zone” effect. 

LEMMA 2.5. Let T be a balanced tableau of shape 1, with n cells. Suppose 
that Ai= j- 1 < Ai-, - 1. Let A+ denote the diagram obtained by adding cell 
(i,j) to the diagram of A, i.e., A+ = {A,, A2 ,..., li+ l,... }. Let T+ be the 
tableau obtained from T by 

(i ) transposing columns j and j + 1, 

(ii) defining t; = n + 1. 

Then T+ is a balanced tableau. Furthermore, the correspondence T+ Tf is 
a bijection from %3(A) to the set {T+ E g(A’)l t$ = n + l}. 

Proof. For each k < i, we have h,(k, j) = h,(k, j+ 1 ), by hypothesis. By 
Lemma 2.3, t, i < tk i+, for all k < i. Since T is balanced, tki dominates 
exactly h(k, j) entries in its hook. In T+, the entry tkj dominates precisely 
the same entries as it does in T, and has the same hook height. Thus each 
of the hooks H, i+ ,, k < i, remains balanced in T+. A similar argument 
shows that the hooks Hki, k < i, remain balanced, and the proof is com- 
plete. 1 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the process of adding n to a balanced tableau, under 
the assumptions of Lemma 2.5. We will call this the column-exchange inser- 
tion-deletion process. The process can also be reversed, i.e., we have a 
canonical procedure for deleting the largest label from a balanced tableau, 
if this label occurs in a row whose length has multiplicity 1 in 1. When il 
has distinct parts, the procedure can be applied regardless of the position of 
n, and we obtain an analog of Formula (2.1) for balanced tableaux: 

FIG. 2.5. “Column-exchange” insertion-deletion. 
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COROLLARY 2.6, If 1 has distinct parts, then 

b,=x b,m. 
R- 

(2.4) 

We know of no straightforward way to prove formula (2.4) if 3, has parts 
of multiplicity greater than one. 

3. SOME SPECIAL CASES OF THE CORRESPONDENCE 

In this section we exhibit a bijection between g(1) and Y”(n) in several 
easy special cases. One such case has already been noted in the previous 
section: 

LEMMA 3.1. If 1 is a rectangular shape, i.e., A= {k, k ,..., k} for some 
integer k, then the map T -+ T* described in Corollary 2.4 is a bijection from 
&?(A) to Y(l). 

Another easy case occurs when 1 is hook shape, i.e., 2 = {k, 1, 1, l,..., 1 } 
for some integer k. A mapping from 9’(n) to S?(n) can be defined as 
follows: suppose that I has m rows and n cells. If TE Y(A), define T* to be 
the tableau obtained from T by (i) exchanging labels 1 and m, (ii) sorting 
the labels in rows 2 through m into decreasing order, and, finally, (iii) 
sorting the labels in columns 2 through n-m into decreasing order. It is 
then easy to prove: 

LEMMA 3.2. If A is a hook shape, the map T -+ T* just defined is a 
bijection from S@(L) to &?(A). 

The next case is somewhat less trivial. Let 1 be a two-rowed shape, that 
is, ;1= (m,, m2} with m, am,. Given TEP’(,?) define 

k,=max(klt,,=2k}. 

By convention, we assume tZ,,=O, so that k, is always defined. In the 
language of random walks (where a particle takes a positive step at time k 
if k lies in the first row of T, and a negative step otherwise), k, represents 
the “last equalization,” i.e., the largest k such that the values { 1, 2,..., 2k) 
are split evenly between the two rows. Note that k, = m, = m2 if the row 
lengths m, and m2 are equal, i.e., J is rectangular. 
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Standard Balanced 

FIG. 3.1. Two-rowed tableaux 

LEMMA 3.3. Zf A= { m,, m,}, and TEY(A), construct a tableau T* as 
follows: 

(i) for each i= 1, 2,..., kO, exchange labels t ,; and t2,, 

(ii) if m, > m2, perform the cyclic shif 

tl kg+1 + tl ko+2 + “’ + tl ml+1 + tl ko+l‘ 

Then T* is a balanced tableau, and the map T + T* is a bijection from 9(A) 
to SqA). 

ProoJ We leave the details of this argument to the reader. Figure 3.1 
gives an example of the construction. 1 

The next case is considerably more complex, and makes use of ideas 
which will ultimately be used to prove the general case. 

Let 1 be a partition whose diagram is a rectangle with the bottom-right 
corner cell removed, that is, A = (q, q, q ,..., q, q - 1 } for some integer q > 2. 
We will call such a shape a notched rectangle. 

DEFINITION 3.4. Let T be a standard tableau of shape A where 1 is a 

T’ 

FIG. 3.2. Construction of T* from r, by “evacuation.” 
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notched rectangle having p rows and q columns. The evacuation path in T 
is a sequence K = (z, , rc2,..., rcP +y ) of cells (i,j) constructed as follows: 

0) x1 = (P, q), 
(ii) if xi = (a, 6), then xi+, is the cell (a’, b’) adjacent to (a, b) such 

that taab. = max(t,-, b, tab-,), i= 1,2 ,..., pfq- 1. 

For purposes of the definition, assume that t,. = toi = 0 for all i and j. The 
first tableau in Fig. 3.2 illustrates the construction of an evacuation path. In 
the path 7c we circZe the labels on those cells which are lowest in columns 
1, 2,..., q - 1. The left-hand tableau in Fig. 3.2 illustrates the circling 
procedure. 

Now we construct another tableau T*, as follows. 

(i) Reflect T about a horizontal line, obtaining a labeled array T. 

(ii) Remove the cells of the evacuation path. The remaining cells 
form two connected pieces, which fit together to form a (p - 1) x (q - 1) 
rectangle T”. 

(iii) At the bottom of T” add an mth row, consisting of the q - 1 
circled elements in the evacuation path TC. 

(iv) To the right of T’ add a kth column consisting of the p - 1 
remaining uncircled elements in n. 

The last tableau in Fig. 3.2 illustrates the construction of T* from T”. 

LEMMA 3.5. If A is a notched rectangle, and T is a tableau of shape A, the 
tableau T* constructed by the method just described is balanced, and the map 
T + T* is a bijection from 9’(A) to B(A). 

Proof: First we claim that the entries of T” increase along rows and 
decrease along columns. This is clearly true within the “upper” and “lower” 
pieces of T” (hereafter denoted by T’; and T”). Let x and y be adjacent 
element in a row of T” which lie in different pieces, i.e., they are separated 
by the evacuation path in T. Then there exist elements CC < /3 in 7c such that 
x is to the left of /3, y is to the right of CL, and a lies immediately above /3 
(see illustration): 

r-T-T-T-T-3 
. . ., 

.-LL-L-;-; 
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Thus x < b and c1< y. From the construction of rc it follows that GI > x. 
Hence x < tl < y. A similar argument (which we omit) proves that T” is 
decreasing along columns. 

Hence by Corollary 2.4, T” is a balanced tableau. Let tii be an element of 
T”, and let u and u denote the elements added below and to the right of tij 
in steps (iii) and (iv). We must show that the hook H, remains balanced 
when u and u are added. Since h, (i, j) increases by one, this will follow if 
we can show that exactly one of {u, u} is less than tij. 

At this point it is convenient to distinguish two cases, according to 
whether tii lies in T’i or T’i. If tli is in T’: , it was below the evacuation 
path in T. 

We claim that u < tii < u. Clearly, since u lies above tii in column j of T, 
we have ZJ < to. By construction, u is the rightmost element of row i - 1 
which lies in the evacuation path, since all of the other elements in row 
i - 1 of rc are circled. Let v = tip , k, and let u’ = t, k ~ , . Then 
v’=t;~p,<ti-,k= ) u for otherwise rt would include cell (i, k - 1) rather 
than (i- 1, k) (see illustration): 

Thus tii 6 v’ < u, and the claim is proved. A similar argument shows that 
if tii lies above 7c then u < td< u, and this completes the proof that T* is 
balanced. 

We must also show that the map is reversible. Given a balanced tableau 
B of shape I, define a tableau B* by the following operations: 

(i) For each j= 1, 2,..., q - 1, sort column j of B*. (By Lemma 2.3 
the elements in the first p- 1 rows are already ordered, so we are just 
inserting b, into its proper place in column j.) 

(ii) Slide column q down one cell. 

(iii) For each i = 2, 3,..., p, sort row i of T*. (Again, this just inserts 
the last element into its proper position in row i.) 

(iv) Reflect the resulting tableau about a horizontal axis. 

We claim (but leave to the reader the tasks of verifying) that B = T*, 
steps (it(iii) recover T’, and step (iv) recovers T. Thus T** = T. It is not 
difficult to show (again we omit the details) that B** = B for any balanced 
tableau of shape 1, and this completes the proof. 1 
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We have included Lemma 3.5 and its rather lengthy proof to illustrate 
some of the complexity which seems to underlie this problem. It would be 
extremely interesting to extend these methods to tableaux of arbitrary 
shape. We believe such extensions exist, though we have not been able to 
find them. The notion of evacuation path turns out to play a central role in 
the proof of the general case, but in a quite different way (see Sections 5,6, 
and 7). 

4. STAIRCASE SHAPES AND MAXIMAL CHAINS 
IN THE WEAK ORDER 

In this section we establish the connection between balanced staircase 
tableaux and maximal chains in the weak order of S,. We begin by review- 
ing the basic properties of the weak order. The reader is referred to [ 1 ] for 
a more complete exposition of these ideas, most of which can be extended 
to any Coxeter group. 

If d is a permutation in S,, the length I(a) of o is defined to be the 
smallest integer k such that o can be expressed as the product of k adjacent 
transpositions. We define 0 < o if o = Qll/, with 1(O) = Z(a) + I($). This 
defines a partial order on S,, known as the weak order, sometimes referred 
to as the weak Bruhat order. There is a simple combinatorial way to 
represent the weak order on S,. Think of permutations CJ as acting on 
rearrangements of { 1, 2,..., n}, with composition defined from left to right, 
and identify o with the sequence [a,, (TV,..., a,]. Then cx covers o in the 
weak order if and only if t transposes two adjacent increasing elements of 
G‘. Figure 4.1 illustrates the weak order of S,. 

FIG. 4.1. The weak order of S, 
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An inversion in (T is a pair (ai, ai) such that i < j and rri > oj, It is not dif- 
ficult to show that the poset (S,, Q ) is a ranked lattice, with rank function 

r(a) = Z(a) = number of inversions in (T. 

In fact the lattice structure can be characterized completely by the inversion 
sets 

Y(a)= {(oi, ai)(i<jand a,>cr,}. 

In particular, 

Moreover, 0 covers (T if and only if Y(0) contains exactly one more inver- 
sion than 9(a), which occurs precisely when 8 is obtained from r~ by 
exchanging a pair of adjacent increasing elements. The bottom element 6 in 
the ordering is the identity permutation [l, 2,..., n] and the top element ? is 
the permutation [n, n - l,..., 11. A maximal chain from 6 to ? has L + 1 
elements, where L = (1). 

Maximal chains from 0 to c in S, can also be interpreted as reduced 
decompositions of c, that is, sequences (rl, tZ,..., 7[) of minimum length 1 
such that c = t, z2.. . 7, and each zi is a transposition of adjacent positions. 
Let JV = { 1,2, 3,...}, and let N* denote the set of all words in the alphabet 
,/lr. If we identify letter x with the transposition which exchanges positions 
x and x + 1, then each reduced decomposition is represented by a word in 
JV*. For each n > 1, let S?(n) denote the set of all words which represent 
reduced decompositions of 1 in S,. Let W(n) denote the set of all maximal 
chains from 0 to î in the weak order of S,. Thus there is a natural bijection 

B(n) f-f W(n). 

Stanley [17] raised (and later answered) the question of counting the 
number C, = lW(n)l = lB?(n)l. On the basis of (limited) numerical evidence, 
he made the remarkable conjecture 

Cn=fA (4.1) 

where A= IEt”’ denotes the staircase shape {n - 1, n - 2,..., 2, 1 }. In [ 181 he 
proved this conjecture, using Schur function expansions and other 
arguments involving symmetric functions. Thus, writing Y(n) = 9’(ACn1) we 
have 

THEOREM 4.1. For any positive integer n, 

C, = IWn)l = Ia(n)l = F%)l. 
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Stanley’s argument did not yield a purely combinatorial (i.e., bijective) 
proof of Theorem 4.1. Our goal is to explain all of the implied relationships 
combinatorially. 

We begin by describing a natural way to encode maximal chains as 
balanced staircase tableaux. As a consequence, it will follow that 

where, by definition, g,(n) = 9?(1[“). Let L = (z), and let 

r={&gua<o”‘< . . . <awLf) 

be a maximal chain in S,. For each k = 1,2,..., L, let tck) denote the trans- 
position such that (T (k) = o(k - l)T(k) Note that Z(k) transposes a pair of 
elements which are adjacent and increasing in o(‘- I). Denote these two 
elements by a(k) and b(k), assuming that a(k) <b(k). Clearly the pairs 

(4k)t b(k)), k = 1, 2,..., L 

include each of the (;) pairs {(i,j)(i<jf exactly once. 
Now construct a tableau T[ r] = (tii) of shape ;1= {n - 1, n - 2,..., 2, 1 } 

as follows. Write b(k) = n + 1 -b(k) for each k, and set 

who - - k, for k = 1, 2 ,..., L. 

In other words, ty = k if the kth transposition exchanges (n + 1 - i) and j. 
An easy way to visualize this contruction is to insert the numbers 1, 2,..., n 
on the “steps” of the staircase, and use these numbers to index the rows 
and columns. For example, the chain 

6 = [ 12341-c [ 13241-c [3124] < [3142] < [3412] < [4312] < [4321 J < î 

may be represented by the diagram 

For example, the pair (2,4) is exchanged in step 3, hence ta, = t,, = 3. 
The reader should note that T[T] is just a particular way of labeling inver- 
sion in the permutation 1. 
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THEOREM 4.2. For any maximal chain r~ V(n), the tableau T[T] con- 
structed in this manner is balanced, and the mapping r+ T[r] is a bijection 
from U(n) to B(n). 

The proof of Theorem 4.2 depends on the following lemma: 

LEMMA 4.3. Let T be a tableau of shape I[“’ = {n - 1, n - 2 ,..., 2, 1 }. 
Then T is balanced if and only if for all positive integers i, j such that 
i + j < n, and for all k such that k > i and k = n + 1 - k > j, exactly one of 
( tkj, ti6} is less than tii. 

Proof: The set H, - {(i, j)} can be partitioned into disjoint pairs 

{ WI, (i, 6lk > i, k >j>. 

Hence if exactly one of { tkj, tih} is less than to for each k, the hook H, is 
balanced. If this is true for all (i, j), then T is balanced. Conversely, suppose 
T is balanced, and suppose (for example) that tkj and tiR are both less than 
ti,. Since H, is balanced, there must exist an f such that ty and tjr are both 
greater than t,, with E> i, f> j. Thus 

Suppose that I < k (if 1> k the argument is similar). The condition stated in 
the lemma clearly holds for all (i, j) with h(i, j) Q 3. We assume, inductively, 
that 

(i) t,, lies between tkj and tlk, 

(ii) tjk lies between t,k and tip 

p-j----~f--;-~--;I’ 
1 

H j--J 1 : ____ ---- :----. 
t,i : ---_ ----J 

Consider the entry tll;. It follows from (i) that 

tg > to > tii. 
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On the other hand, (ii) implies 

t& < t& < tii 

which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the converse. 1 

Remark. If we write c = li a = j, and b = k, then the inequalities i + j < n, 
k > i, R > j imply 1 6 a < b < c d n, and conversely. Thus Lemma 4.3 can be 
restated as follows: T is balanced if and only if t,, lies between t6rr and trb, 
for all integers a, b, c such that 1 6 a < b < c 6 n. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let r be a maximal chain, and let T = T[r] be 
constructed as described. If a, b, c are such that 1 d a < b < c < n, it is clear 
that the exchange of (a, c) must occur between the exchanges of (a, 6) and 
(6, c). In other words, t,, is between t6u and tch, for all a < b < c, and 
Lemma 4.3 shows that T is balanced. Clearly r is uniquely determined by 
T[r], so it remains to show that T+ r[r] is surjective. 

Let T be an arbitrary balanced staircase tableau. Define a sequence of 
transpositions T”‘, t(“,..., ztL’ by setting rck’ = (a, b) if t6a = k, and define 
(+I = t(“. . . T(~‘. We claim that the sequence o”‘, o”‘,..., otL’ is a maximal 
chain in (S,, d ), in other words, each r (k’ transposes a pair of increasing 
elements, with each such pair occurring exactly once. It suffices to show 
that if T(~‘= (a, b), then a and b are adjacent in G’~- l’. This follows from 
the fact that previous adjacent transpositions could not have inverted a and 
b and hence a < 6. Suppose that a and b are not adjacent in (T’~- “, and 
that k is minimal with this property. Then all previous transpositions T’~‘, 
i < k, exchange adjacent increasing elements. If a < c < b, Lemma 4.3 shows 
that exactly one of the pairs (a, c), (c, b) has been transposed prior to time 
k. Hence no such c remains between a and b at time k. If a < b < d, suppose 
that td,, < k, i.e., d has been exchanged with b prior to time k. Again by 
Lemma 4.3, tJu must be between tdb and t!,= k. Hence tdu< k, which 
implies that d has also been exchanged with a, and hence cannot lie 
between a and b at time k. A similar argument shows that if d-c a < b, then 
d cannot remain between a and b at time k. Hence a and b must be 
adjacent, and the proof is complete. 1 

Remark. One can show that balanced tableaux of arbitrary shape 
satisfy a condition analogous to the one described in Lemma 4.3, using 
external border cells to define triples of entries which must be balanced. 
However, the obvious converse does not hold: balanced tableaux are not 
characterized by this condition. It would be interesting to find the “correct” 
generalization of Lemma 4.3 to arbitrary shapes. 

The next three sections will be devoted to proving that C, =fA = b,, 
where ;1= AC”’ = {n - 1, n - 2 ,..., 2, l}. 
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5. PROMOTION AND EVACUATIONOF TABLEAUX 

In this section we will construct a bijection 

where, as before, Y(n) denotes the set of standard tableaux of shape 
iEn = {n - 1, n - 2,..., 2, l}, and w(n) denotes the collection of maximal 
chains from 6 to 1 in (S n, Q ). Theorem 4.1 follows as a consequence of this 
bijection, and Theorem 2.2 follows in the special case when i is a staircase. 

We will need to introduce an operation on tableaux introduced by 
Schiitzenberger in [13], and studied much more extensively in [14-161. 
Let T be a standard tableau of any shape (ordinary or skew), with n cells. 
It will be convenient to assume temporarily that T has labels k + 1, 
k + l,..., k + 12 for some integer k. Let (p, q) be the cell in T such that 
tp, = k + n. Define the eoacuation path n = [x1, rr*,..., rrs] of T exactly as in 
Definition 3.4, with the convention that tij = 0 for all cells (i,j) above and 
to the left of T. If T is an ordinary standard tableau, rc, will be the upper- 
leftmost cell, and will have label k. Otherwise (if T is a skew tableau), rc, 
will be some cell on the inner border, but may not be the cell with label k. 

Now define a new tableau T’ by 

(1) removing label n + k from cell n: i, 

(2) shifting labels downward along the evacuation path 

t 111 +- t,, c .‘. + fns, 

(3) setting &= k. 

Thus p has labels {k, k + l,..., k + n - 1). 
We will refer to a single application of operator d as an elementary 

promotion of T. The inverse operation 8-l may be defined by similar rules: 
first remove the smallest label, then shift labels upward along the 
evacuation path (defined analogously), and finally add a new label 
n + k + 1. Next we introduce two more operators, defined using a: 

DEFINITION 5.1. If T is a standard tableau with n cells, define Tp to be 
the result of applying a” to T, and then adding n to each entry. 

DEFINITION 5.2. If T is a standard tableau with n cells, define Ts by 
setting 

t;=qot;<k but t? ’ > k. rJ 

We will call P the promotion operator, and S the evacuation operator. It is 
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customary (and convenient) to think of TS as follows: each time a is 
applied to T, a new label is introduced, and these labels are all less than k. 
If the new labels are suppressed, the remaining labels determine a nested 
sequence of skew shapes, each one obtained from its predecessor by 
deleting a single cell on the inner border. Such a sequence of shapes always 
determines (and is determined by) a standard tableau, obtained by num- 
bering the deleted cells in order. The definition of standard tableaux by 
nested sequences of shapes is a familiar construction, and we will use it 
several times in subsequent sections. 

Note that if T has labels (k + 1, k + 2,..., k+n}, then Tp has labels 
{k + 1, k + 2 ,..., k + n}, while Ts has labels { 1, 2 ,..., n}. Every tableau is 
“order-isomorphic” (by translation of labels) to a unique tableau having 
labels { 1, 2,..., n}. Figure 5.1 illustrates the action of 8, S, and P. 

Schutzenberger obtained many remarkable results concerning the 
operators 8, S and P, including generalizations to other labeled structures 
besides tableaux (see [14, 151). Perhaps the most striking result is the 
following: 

THEOREM 5.3 [ 13, 141. The operator S is an involution. 

We now are equipped to define the basic correspondence between stan- 
dard tableaux of staircase shape and maximal chains in (S,, 6 ). 

Let T be a standard tableau of shape A= {n - 1, n - 2,..., 2, 1). Let 8 act 
on T until all of the original labels have been evacuated, that is, L = (;) 
times. For k = 1, 2 ,..., L, let 7c UC’ denote the evacuation path for the kth 

1 2 4 F 3@ 

5 

T  

0 2 4’ 

L- 1 3 

0 

Ta 

-1 2 @ 

LY 0 3 

1 

Ta2 

-2 -1 2 

10 @ 7 1 

Ta3 

TP TS 

FIG. 5.1. Schiitzenberger’s 3, P, and S operators. 
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iteration, and let (pk, qk) denote the initial cell ~1~) in xCk). Define a 
sequence T(T) of permutations a”‘, c(l),..., uCL) by setting 

0) u(O) = [ 1, 2 )...) n], 

(ii) o(“+ ‘) is the permutation obtained from aCk) by transposing 
positions qk and qk + 1 in aCk). 

THEOREM 5.4. The sequence r(T) = a”‘, o(l),..., oCL) is a maximal chain 
from 0 to ? in the weak order. Furthermore, the mapping 

T-+I-(T) 

is a bijection from the set Y(n) = Y’(Acnl) of standard staircase tableau to 
the set W(n) of maximal chains in (S,, < ). 

As indicated in Section 4, we will often need to think of T(T) as a word 

1 0 1 2 4 8 

3 19@ s 5 @,o 

6 @ 0 / 24810 5 7 0 s 6 @ 0 
2 0 r 3 40 

FIG. 5.2. Algorithm for constructing a maximal chain in S. from a standard staircase 
tableau. Evacuation word is IJ T) = 1 4 2 3 2 1 2 4 3 2. 
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in the alphabet { 1, 2,..., n - 11, in which case it is convenient to write 
r(T)=YlYZ’..YLT where yi denotes ‘the transposition obtained when i is 
evacuated. In this notation (the virtues of which will become apparent 
later) one obtains the chain o(O), a(‘),..., otL) by applying the letters of r(T) 
in reverse order. We call r(T) the euacuation word of T. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the algorithm. The largest element of the evacuation 
path rc (k) is circled in each case, and the permutation cr@) is represented by 
labels on the “steps” of the staircase. 

The proof of Theorem 5.4 involves many steps, and most of Sections 6 
and 7 will be devoted to proving it. It is not obvious, for example, that 
Z(T) even represents a maximal chain in S,, since the adjacent pairs trans- 
posed by aCk + ’ ) might not be increasing. We will prove this in Section 7. 

Before proceeding with the details of the proof, we will define another 
map Y from maximal chains (or reduced decompositions) to staircase 
tableaux, which turns out to be the inverse of r. We will describe Y and its 
properties in the next section, first digressing to review some important 
related material. 

6. THE ROBINSON-SCHENSTED-KNUTH CORRESPONDENCE 

Basic Properties of the Correspondence 

In [12] Schensted defined a bijective correspondence (anticipated by 
Robinson [l 11) between permutations u E S, and pairs (P(o), Q(G)) of 
standard tableaux of the same shape, with n cells. Thus permutations may 
be coded by pairs of standard tableaux, and there is now a vast literature 
concerning the symmetries and other remarkable properties of this 
correspondence (cf. [ 16, 71). 

The correspondence was extended by Schensted and later Knuth [6] to 
the case where the range (and even the domain) of o is allowed to have 
repeated elements.’ In these extended versions of the correspondence, P(a) 
(and in the most general case Q(o)) may have repeated entries, but the 
rows increase weakly and the columns increase strictly. Such tableaux are 
called column strict. 

For the sake of completeness and further motivation, we will briefly 
describe the correspondence when the range (but not the domain) is 
allowed to have repeated elements. Recall that A’“* denotes the monoid 

’ These “multipermutations” are represented by nonnegative integral matrices, in the same 
sense that ordinary permutations are represented by permutation matrices. 
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consisting of all words in the alphabet JV = { 1,2, 3,...}. Let r~ = cr, uz .. .G,, 
be a word in JV*. Define a sequence 

p(l) pczl 9 ,..., p(a) 

of column strict tableaux as follows: 

(i) Pcl’ is the singleton tableau with entry B,, and 

(ii) for k > 1, P c&l is the tableau obtained from Pck - ‘) by inserting ok 
according to the following insertion algorithm. 

DEFINITION 6.1. SCHENSTED-KNUTH INSERTION. Let P be a column 
strict tableau, and let x = x0 be a positive integer. Let P,, P2,..., P, denote 
the rows of P. Insert x0 into P as follows: if x0 > z for all z E P, , place x0 at 
the end of P, and stop. Otherwise, let x, denote the smallest element of P, 
such that x, > x0. Replace xi by x0 in P,. At this point we say that x, has 
been “bumped” from P,. Now iterate the procedure: in general, if x, has 
been bumped from row P,, insert it into row Pi+, by the same rule. The 
algorithm terminates when for some i, xi >, z for all z E P, + , , in which case 
xi is added to the end of the row. 

It is easy to verify (by induction) that each tableau contructed in the 
sequence P(l), Pc2),..., PC”) is column strict. The tableaux Pck) determine a 
nested sequence J.(O) = @, A(“, A(2) ,..., A@) of shapes, each one obtained from 
its predecessor by adding a single cell. Define another tableau Q(o) which 
records the order in which these cells are added, i.e., for each k > 1 assign 
label k to the unique cell of 11 ‘k) “+ ‘). Clearly Q(a) is a standard tableau. /A 

DEFINITION 6.2. ROBINSON-SCHENSTED-KNUTH( RSK) CORRESPONDENCE. 

To each g E .M*, associate the pair (P(a), Q(a)), where P(a) = PC’), as con- 
structed in Definition 6.1, and Q(o) is the tableau (defined above) which 
records the order in which cells are added during the insertion process. 

For example, if (T = 2 3 2 1 2 3, the construction of P(a) and Q(o) is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.1. It is relatively easy to reverse the steps in the RSK 

FIG.~.~. RSKinsertion(0=232123). 
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insertion process, and using this fact one can prove the following result, 
which is central to the theory: 

THEOREM 6.3. The map o c, (P(a), Q(o)) is a bijection from .N* to the 
set of all pairs (P, Q) such that P and Q have the same shape, P is column 
strict, and Q is standard. 

If c is a permutation of (1,2,..., n), it is clear that both P(a) and Q(G) 
are standard tableaux. An important symmetry of the correspondence was 
discovered by Schiitzenberger in [ 131: 

THEOREM 6.4. If o is a permutation of { 1, 2 ,..., n}, and 

a ++ (P(a), Q(a)) 

then 

a- ’ cf (Q(a), f’(a)). 

In [6] Knuth gave conditions under which two arbitrary words ~7 and 6’ 
have the same P-tableau, i.e., P(a) = P(cJ’). 

DEFINITION 6.5. Let (T and 0’ be words in .F*. We say that 0 - 0’ if (T’ 
can be obtained from c by a sequence of transformations of subwords, each 
of which is of the following type: 

yxz +-+ yzx, x<y<z 
(6.1) 

XZJ’ c--f zxy, x<y<z. 

Transformations of type (6.1) are known as elementary Knuth transfor- 
mations, and the relation - is known as Knuth equivalence. (See [ 16, 91 
for an important elaboration of these ideas.) Knuth’s result is the following: 

THEOREM 6.6. Let a and a’ be words in N*. Then P(a) = P(a’) if and 
only if a - a’. 

One of the goals of this section is to generalize the Robinson- 
Schensted-Knuth correspondence, preserving the validity of Theorem 6.6. 
Thus it seems worthwhile to sketch the main ideas in the proof of 
Theorem 6.6, although we will not attempt to give all the details. In effect, 
one imitates the insertion algorithm (Definition 6.1) by applying elemen- 
tary Knuth transformations to a in a canonical way. To explain this 
precisely, another definition is needed, 
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Rc.6.2. p(T)=96103781245). 

DEFINITION 6.7. If T is a tableau, the bottom-up reading word of T is the 
word p(T) obtained by reading the rows of T from bottom to top, reading 
the elements in each row from left to right. 

For example, if T is the tableau in Fig. 6.2, then 

p(T)=9610378 1245. 

A word in A* of the form p(T) for some column strict tableau T is called 
a tableau word. If T has I rows, and pi is the word whose letters from the 
ith row of T, then the expression pIpIP, ... pZp, is called the row fac- 
torization of p(T). There is usually no harm if we blur the distinction 
between rows of T and “row words” pi, and we will do so frequently. The 
following lemma is easy to check: 

LEMMA 6.8. If T is any column strict tableau, then P(p( T)) = T. 

COROLLARY 6.9. Let 0 and w be words in .N*. Then 

p(eo) = P(P(P(@) WI. 

Proof By definition, P(Ow) is obtained by inserting the letters of w  into 
P(O), while P(p(P(0)) w) is obtained by inserting the same letters into 
P(p(P(0))). By Lemma 6.8, the latter two tableaux are the same. 1 

The next lemma explains precisely how the insertion process may 
be imitated by Knuth transformations. Its proof is straightforward, and 
omitted. 

LEMMA 6.10. Let q5 E ,hf* be a word whose letters are weakly increasing, 
i.e., 4 = p(R) for a single-row tableau R. Let x E A’“, and let X’ denote the 
element which is bumped from R by x, according to the Schensted-Knuth 
insertion rules. (We assume that such an xr exists.) Let R’ denote the 
resulting row after x’ has been replaced by x, and let 4’ = p(R’). Then 

4x - x’qb’. (6.2) 

If p = p(P) is an arbitrary tableau word with row factorization 
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4r4,-1.-.42h, and x0 E N, we can apply Lemma 6.10 repeatedly and 
obtain 

and so forth, until some xi > z for all z E di+ i. Here xi denotes the element 
bumped from row di by xi- i, for each i, and 4: denotes the resulting row. 
At this point we have transformed p(P) x0 into the tableau word p(P), 
where P’ represents the result of inserting x0 in P. If g = g1 crz.. . ~~ then 
each ci can be inserted in P(a, e2.. . CJ- , ) by the same process, and we 
conclude: 

COROLLARY 6.11. Zf (T E ,Y*, then (T - p(P(a)). 

In other words, CJ = 01cr2 ... cn can be transformed into p(P(a)) using 
elementary Knuth transformations. In the example illustrated by Fig. 6.1, 
the successive transformations are 

CT= 232123 

Insert 2: - 2*32123 

Insert 3: - 23*2123 

Insert 2: - 322*123 

Insert 1: - 3212*23 

Insert 2: - 32122*3 

Insert 3: - 3 2 1 2 2 3 =p(T) 

An immediate application of Corollary 6.11 is the following corollary, 
which is the easy half of Theorem 6.6. 

COROLLARY 6.12. Zf P(a) = P(o’), then o - 0’. 

The converse of Corollary 6.12 is somewhat more complicated. The 
major steps are sketched in the proof of Lemma 6.13, and this argument 
completes the proof of Theorem 6.6: 

LEMMA 6.13. Zf o and CT’ differ by an elementary Knuth transformation, 
then P(a) = P(a’). 

Proof: Let 0 = Oabc and 0’ = Bpqr, and suppose that abc t*pqr is a 
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Knuth transformation. It suffices to show that P(a) = P(o’) in this case. By 
Corollary 6.9 we may also assume that 8 is a tableau word, with row 
decomposition 8,0,-, . . . 0,8,. Consider 8, first. Let 

p(zye, abc)) = a’b’cW, 

where 0; is the result of inserting a, b, c in the first row, and the word a’b’c’ 
represents the sequence of letters bumped during the process. Depending 
on the situation, a’, b’, and c’ may be “empty” letters (for example, if a, b, 
or c are added at the end of a row). Similarly, define 

p(zye, pqr)) =p’q’r’tl;. 

Then 

(i) 0; = O;, and 

(ii) either a’b’c’ =p’q’r’, or a’b’c’ +-+p’q’r’ is a Knuth transformation. 

This is proved by a straightforward argument based on (6.1) which we 
omit here, and Lemma 6.13 follows by induction. 1 

It follows from Lemmas 6.8 and 6.11 that p(P(a)) is the unique tableau 
word in the Knuth equivalence class containing 0. 

Dual Knuth Equivalence 

If g and 0’ are permutations, Theorems 6.4 and 6.6 also characterize 
when g and (T’ have the same Q-tableau. 

DEFINITION 6.14. If cr is a permutation in S,, a dual Knuth transfor- 
mation of (T is a transposition (i, i + 1) of letters such that either i - 1 or 
i + 2 occurs between the occurrences of i and i + 1 in O. Permutations cr and 
G’ are said to be dual Knuth equivalent if (T’ may be obtained from r~ by a 
sequence of dual Knuth transformations. 

An immediate consequence of Theorems 6.4 and 6.6 is the following: 

COROLLARY 6.15. Zf (T and IS’ are permutations in S,, then Q(o) = Q(o’) 
if and only $0 and o’ are dual Knuth equivalent. 

It is important to note that if c= p(T) for some T, then Q(a) has a 
special form, described in the following easy lemma. 

LEMMA 6.16. If T is a column strict tableau of shape A, and CJ = p(T), 
then Q(a) is the standard tableau constructed by these steps: 
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T bottom-up reading order Q(PGY) 

FIG. 6.3. Dual reading tableau. 

(i) Label the cells of 1 with the integers 1, 2,..., n in bottom-up reading 
order, i.e., from left to right in each row, beginning with the bottom row. 

(ii) Sort the columns into increasing order. 

The construction of Q(p( T)) is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Q(p( T)) will be 
called the dual reading tableau of T. Notice that Q(p(T)) depends only on 
the shape of T. Hence by Corollary 6.15 we have: 

COROLLARY 6.17. Zf T and T’ are standard tableaux of the same shape, 
then p(T) and p(T) are dual Knuth equivalent. 

This fact will have important applications in Section 7. 

An Analog of the RSK Correspondence for Reduced Decompositions 

Let o EM*, and let n(o) denote the permutation in S, obtained by 
interpreting o as a product of transpositions (in the sense of Section 4) and 
evaluating the product in S,. The following is a classical result (cf. [2]): 

LEMMA 6.18. Zf w  and o’ are words in Jlr*, then IT(o) = D(o’) tf and 
only if w’ can be obtained from co by a sequence of transformations of the 
f orm 

xx+1 xt*?r+l xx+1 

XY++YX I-r-y1 >2. (6.3) 

XX++@ 

Here @ denotes the empty word. Lemma 6.18 of course just says that the 
set X of adjacent transpositions together with the Coxeter relations (6.3) is 
a presentation of S,. It is natural to ask whether there exists an analog of 
the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence in this context, with 
Coxeter relations (6.3) playing the role of elementary Knuth transfor- 
mations (6.1). We will show that under certain circumstances (in par- 
ticular, for words o which represent reduced decompositions) this is the 
case. The appropriate vehicle turns out to be a hybrid set of relations which 
we call Coxeter-Knuth relations. 
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DEFINITION 6.19. Two words o and w’ in Jlr* will be said to be 
Coxeter-Knuth equivalent (written o NN w’) if o can be transformed into o’ 
by a sequence of operations of the form 

xx+1 x++x+l xx+1 

yxz ++ yzx x<y<z, Ix-z1 22 (6.4) 

xzy 4-3 zxy x<y<z, 1.Y - ZJ 2 2. 

Notice that the Coxeter-Knuth relations are valid in S,, but are weaker 
than the Coxeter relations. For reduced decompositions o, we will con- 
struct a mapping 

where P(w) is row and column strict and O(W) is standard, and such that 
P(o) = P(o’) if and only if w  and w’ are Coxeter-Knuth equivalent. 

Let w=o,o~..’ w, be a word in M*. Define an analog p(w) of the 
P-tableau by forming the sequence 

)x1) pw . pc4 > f ..? 

of tableaux as before, with pck) constructed from Pck ~ ‘) by inserting wk 
according to the following rule: 

DEFINITION 6.20. COXETER-KNUTH INSERTION. Suppose that P is a 
tableau with rows P,, P, ,..., P,, and x0 is to be inserted in P. For each i > 0 
add xi to row Hi+, as before, bumping xi+ , to the next row, following the 
same rules as in Definition 6.1 except in this special case: if xi = x bumps 
-xi+ 1 =x+ 1 from row Pi+i, and x is already present in Pi+, , the value 
xi = x in Pi+ I is changed from x to x + 1. 

In other words, if x is inserted into a row containing x x + 1, a copy of 
x + 1 is bumped to the next row, but the original x + 1 remains unchanged. 

DEFINITION 6.21. GENERALIZED RSK CORRESPONDENCE. If o E .M*, let 
P(w) be the tableau B(n) constructed by successive insertion of the letters in 
o, using Definition 6.20. Let B(o) be the standard tableau which records 
the growth of cells in F(U), as in Definition 6.2. 

For example, if o = 2 3 2 1 2 3, Fig. 6.4 illustrates the construction of 
P(o) and p(o). The reader should compare the result of this process with 
the tableaux constructed in Fig. 6.1, using the ordinary RSK correspon- 
dence. 

An easy calculation shows that an analog of Lemma 6.8 holds for i? 
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FIG. 6.4. Coxeter-Knuth insertion (w = 2 3 2 1 2 3). 

LEMMA 6.22. Zf T is any row and column strict tableau, then &I(T)) = T. 

The next lemma states two basic properties of the correspondence. 

LEMMA 6.23. Let co E J1/‘* be a word which represents a reduced decom- 
position in S,. Then: 

(1) w and p(p(o)) are Coxeter-Knuth equivalent; in particular, both 
represent the same element of S,. 

(2) H(o) is row and column strict, and &CO) is standard. 

Proof Assume inductively that both statements are true for all words 
shorter than o, and write w  = 8x,, with x0 E N. By definition, P(m) is the 
result of inserting x0 into p(e). By the inductive hypothesis, P(0) is row 
and column strict, and 0 E p(&t?)). Hence w  FZ p(p(0)) x0. Write p(P(0)) = 
dd-1 ‘..$MlY where the letters in #k form the rows of P(0). By an 
argument analogous to Lemma 6.10, one can show that 

4 4; IXO~Xl 

where x1 denotes the letter bumped from the first row (by Coxeter-Knuth 
insertion) and 4; represents the first row after the bump has taken place. 
More generally, bi+ 1 xi z xi+, &+ , , for i 3 0, and we can iterate the 
process until p( P( 13)) x0 has been transformed into p(P(w)). Hence 
wxp(P(t?)) x~Fz:(&o)), and this proves (1). To see that (2) holds, first 
note that the bumping process trivially preserves weak inequalities in 
the rows. Since o is reduced, and &P(o)) and w  have the same number 
of letters, p(P(w)) must also be reduced. Hence the rows of p(w) cannot 
contain repeated letters, i.e., P(w) is row strict. 

To prove that H(w) is column strict, it suffices to consider the column 
inequalities in two successive rows, i.e., the result of a single bumping step. 
Suppose x = xi bumps element z = xi+, from row pi+, . Let u be the 
element to the left of z, and let u be the element below z in is, as illustrated: 
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Thus u < x < z < u, by hypothesis. If z # u + 1, the bumping proceeds 
exactly as in the ordinary RSK case, i.e., x replaces z and z moves to the 
next row, where (since z < u) it bumps an element z’ which lies at least as 
far to the left as V. If this element is u itself, only one column is changed, 
and the resulting column inequality is x<z, which is strict. On the other 
hand, if z’ is strictly to the left of u, let U’ denote the element above z’ in 
row P,+i ( as s h own above). Then U’ 6 u < z. Hence in this case the two 
original column inequalities U’ <z’ and z < u are replaced by U’ <z and 
x < u, both of which are strict, as claimed. 

It remains to consider the case when z = u + 1. Again z is bumped to row 
pi + z but also remains in row Pi + i. The only possible difficulty arises if z in 
turn bumps the element u directly below it, leading to the nonstrict column 
inequality z < z. However, this can never happen: if w  denotes the element 
below U, we have U< w, hence w  3 u+ 1 =z. If z bumps u, then 
u+ 1 6 w  < z = u + 1, hence w  = z. This is a contradiction, since we are 
assuming w  is reduced. Hence the column inequalities remain strict in every 
case, and the proof is complete. 1 

THEOREM 6.24. If o is a reduced decomposition in S,, then &co) = &w’) 
if and only if o and w’ are Coxeter-Knuth equivalent. 

Proof: If p(w) = &w’) then by Lemma 6.23, w  xp(&w)) = 
p(&w’)) z w’ and the theorem is proved in one direction. Conversely, sup- 
pose that w  and w’ differ by an elementary Coxeter-Knuth transformation. 
We will prove that &w)=P(w’), by reproducing the steps used in the 
proof of Lemma 6.13. 

As before, it suflices to assume that w  = Babe and w’= Bpqr, where 
abc ++pqr is an elementary Coxeter-Knuth transformation. Furthermore, 
since the analogs of Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9 hold, we may assume that 0 is a 
tableau word, i.e., 8 = p(&O)). If 8 = 8,8,- 1 ... 028, is the row decom- 
position of 8, then each ok consists of strictly increasing letters, since w  is 
reduced. Let a’b’c’, p’q’r’, e;, and 0; be defined as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.13, i.e., a’b’c’ and p’q’r’ are the “output sequences” obtained 
when abc and pqr are inserted into el, and 6; are the resulting rows. We 
again claim that 

(i) f3; =0;,, and 

(ii) either a’b’c’ =p’q’r’ or a’b’c’ tip’q’r’ is a Coxeter-Knuth trans- 
formation. 

This time we will present the argument in detail. 
To simplify terminology, we adopt two conventions. First, if letters x and 

y appear in a row, with x in column i and y in column j, we say that x lies 
to the Ieft of y if i,< j, and x lies strictly to the left of y if i <j. The phrase 
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“to the right of’ should be understood similarly. Second, if x is inserted 
into row R by Coxeter-Knuth insertion, we say that a special bump takes 
place if x(x + 1) is present in R and the exceptional rule is followed in 
Definition 6.20. We assume, further, that a’b’c’ and p’q’r’ each contain 
three letters, that is, both abc and pqr actually produce three bumps. We 
leave the other cases (which are easier) to the reader. 

Case 1. Suppose that 

abc = yxz 

pqr = yzx 

with x < y < z. Note that while the standard Coxeter-Knuth relation allows 
x<y<z, we are assuming that o is reduced, hence y = z is impossible. 

Consider the output of the bumping process in each case. Let CI = a’ = p’ 
be the letter bumped first by y (in both sequences). Let fi = b’ (the letter 
bumped by x in the first sequence), and y = q’ (the letter bumped by z in 
the second sequence). Clearly /I occurs to the left of y, since x < z. Note 
that /3 and y cannot coincide, since y is present after the first insertion, and 
I < y < z. Hence /3 lies to the left of y, and y lies strictly to the right of y. 
We conclude that B lies strictly to the left of y. Since the insertions of x and 
z occur in different positions, it is easy to see that the input yxz produces 
the output sequence 

a’b’c’ = c@y 

while yzx produces 

p’q’r’ = CcyB. 

Furthermore, we have already argued that /? < CI < y, so the transformation 
a’b’c’ ~p’q’r’ is a Coxeter-Knuth transformation (of the same type as the 
original). 

Finally, we must show that 0; = 0;, i.e., the resulting row is the same 
independent of the order in which x and z are inserted. Since /3 and y are in 
different positions, this is clear unless switching xz and zx changes a 
“special” bump into a “nonspecial” bump, or vice versa. This is only 
possible if b and y are adjacent, with b = y, y = y + 1. However, y < z and 
z < y implies y < z < y + 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof of 
Case 1. 

Case 2. Suppose that 

abc = xzy 

pqr = zxy 

607’63’1.6 
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with x < y < z. Let CI = LI’ be the element first bumped by x, and let /I = p’ 
be the element first bumped by z. 

Subcase 2.1. CI # 1. Clearly this implies GI < /I. We claim that (apart from 
one exceptional situation) the output sequences are 

a’b’c’ = C&J 

p’q’r’ = pay 

where y is such that a < y </I and the resulting rows 0; and 19; are iden- 
tical. It is easy to convince oneself of this unless (1) CI and fi are adjacent, 
(2) p = CI + 1, and (3) z = CL, i.e., the initial bump by z is special. In this case, 
one can check directly that the output sequences are 

a’b’c’ = a ct + I c( 

p’q’r’ = c( + 1 c( ci + 1 

and O’, and 0; are both equal to the row obtained by replacing LY.~ by xy. 

Subcase 2.2: c( = /I. Let si and E* denote the letters immediately to the left 
and right of CI (either one of these may be the “empty” letter). First note 
that neither of the two initial bumps can be special, since E, <x < z < ~1. 
With this in mind, it is easy to show that 

a’b’c’ = 01.z~~ 

p’q’r’ = CtZEZ 

with z < a <Q, while 6’, and tI;l are both equal to the row obtained by 
replacing aEZ by xy. 

This completes the proof of case 2. 

Case 3. Suppose that 

abc=xx+l x 

pqr=x+l xx+l. 

Let a = a’ be the element first bumped by x. Let E, and s2 be the elements 
immediately to the left and right of a. 

Subcase 3.1. cl <x, x + 1 < a. In this case the initial bump by x is not 
special, and one can check that the output is 

a’b’c’ = a Ed x + 1 

p’q’r’ = a x + 1 c2 
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and 0; and 0; are both equal to the row obtained by replacing czZ by 
x x + 1. Note that one must use the inequality x + 1 < sZ, which follows 
since x < E* and x + 1 = a2 would imply that o’ is not reduced. 

Subcase 3.2: &I <x, x + 1 = ~1. This case can only happen if .s2 =x + 2, 
since otherwise o’ is not reduced. It is easy to check that the output is 

a’b’c’ = x + 1 x + 2 x + 1 

p’q’r’ = x + 2 x + 1 x + 2 

while 0; and f3;l are both obtained by replacing as2 by x x + 1. 

Subcase 3.3: E, =x. This can only occur if .sr =x, tl= x + 1, and 
s2 =x + 2, since otherwise o’ is not reduced. The output sequences are 
again 

a’b’c’ = I + 1 x + 2 x + 1 

p’q’r’ = x + 2 x + 1 x + 2 

while 19; and 13; both remain equal to 8. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.24. 1 

Next we consider the analog of Theorem 6.3. Let W G Jlr* denote the 
collection of words which are reduced decompositions in S,, for some n. 
Let Y denote the collection of all standard tableaux, and let FR denote the 
set of all row and column strict tableaux T such that p(T) E 9, i.e., the 
tableau word of T is reduced. By Lemma 6.23, the correspondence 

maps 9 -+ J& x 9. 

THEOREM 6.25. The correspondence w + (ii(o), &co)) is a bijection 
between 9 and the set of all pairs of tableaux (P, Q) such that P and Q have 
the same shape, P E YR, and Q E Y. 

Proof It suffices to show that if P E FR and (i,j) is any border cell of P, 
there is a unique tableau P E YR, and a unique CI E J such that 

(1) the shape of P is obtained by deleting cell (i,j) from the shape of 
P, and 

(2) P is obtained by inserting c( into p (by Coxeter-Knuth insertion). 

In other words, we can reverse the insertion process (uniquely) in such a 
way that border cells disappear in any desired order. If this order is 
specified by an arbitrary standard tableau, we obtain the inverse mapping 
which proves Theorem 6.25. 
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Let PE &, with rows P,, P2,,.., P,, and let x = P,,(,, be the last entry in 
row Pk. We will show how to delete x from P so that (1) and (2) hold. 
Define two sequences x = xk, xk ~, ,..., x2, x, and y = y,, y, _ , ,..., y,, y, as 
follows: 

0) x,=y,=x, 

(ii) If yi+, and xi+, have been defined, let xi be the right rightmost 
element of row Pi such that xi< xi+ r, and let x+ be the element 
immediately to the right of x,. If no such element exists, let x,+ = co. Also: 

CUSe 1. If X+ =xi+$ =xi+ 1, let yi=x+. 

Case 2. Otherwise let yj = xi. 

Notice that since P is column strict, there is always at least one x, E Pi 
which satisfies xi < xi+, . Notice also that xi d yi for all i, and y, always lies 
to the right of yi+ r. Now define CL = x,, and construct P as follows: first 
delete x/i from row Pk; then for each i < k replace the occurrence of yi in Pi 
by xi+, . We claim that this construction works, namely: 

(a) PE FR, and the shape of P is obtained by deleting cell (k, A,) 
from the shape of P, 

(b) inserting CI in P yields P, 

(c) no other choice of P and a satisfies (a) and (b). 

To prove (a) it s&ices to prove that p is column strict and weakly increas- 
ing along rows, and also that p(P) may be transformed into p(P) IX by 
Coxeter-Knuth transformations. The latter fact implies p(p) c1 is reduced. 
Hence p is row strict, p(P) is reduced, and FE YR. 

By assumption, P is a row and column strict tableau. In the construction 
of P, it is easy to verify the inequalities y; d xi+ i <x,+ for each i. This 
implies that the rows of p are (at least weakly) increasing. To verify the 
column inequalities, consider two adjacent rows Pi and Pi+ r. If yi and yi+ , 
lie in the same column of P, these elements are replaced by xi+, and x~+~, 
respectively, and by definition xi+, < xi+ 2. On the other hand, if yi and 
Y [+, lie in different columns, let u be the element in Pi which lies above 
Yi+1, and let u be the element in Pi+ 1 which lies below yi. (In the latter 
case, if there are no such elements, let u = co.) Then by construction, we 
have ~<y~+,<x~+~. Furthermore, xi+i<u, since xi+,6y,+, and yi+, 
lies strictly to the left of v in Pi + , . This proves that P is column strict. 

To show that p(P) z p(p) a, one must check that for i = k, k - l,..., 2 the 
process of moving xi from its original position in Pi to its new position 
(previously occupied by yi- i) in row PipI can be carried out in p(P) by 
Coxeter-Knuth transformations. The details of this argument are 
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straightforward, and are left to the reader. This completes the proof that 
PEFR. 

Assertion (b) above is an immediate consequence of the definition of P, 
i.e., one can show that if a = xi is inserted into P, then for each i 2 1, xi 
bumps element xi+, from row Pi, leaving yi in its place. Hence inserting a 
into P yields P. 

Finally, if a’ and P’ also satisfy (a) and (b), let {xi} and { yi> denote the 
corresponding sequences which occur when a’ is inserted into ft. By 
hypothesis, xi = xk = y, = yi. Given xi., , and y:, i, it is straightforward to 
check that xi and y-1 are uniquely determined by the rules (i) and (ii) above, 
and hence a’ = a, P’ = P. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.25. 1 

Theorem 6.25 immediately yields one of our main results: an explicit 
bijection between the set 9?(n) of all reduced decompositions of the element 
f in S,, and the set Y(n) of standard tableaux of staircase shape 
{n- 1, n-2 ),..) 2, 1). 

THEOREM 6.26. The map 

is a bijection from 9(n) to Y(n). 

Proof. If o E a(n), then o has (;) letters oi, and 1 < oi < n - 1 for each 
i. Clearly the entries in p(w) obey the same inequalities, and by 
Lemma 6.23, P(o) is both row and column strict. But there is only one 
such tableau with (‘;) cells, namely, the tableau Br illustrated in Fig. 6.5. 
Since w  x p(&o)), it follows that o E 9?(n) if and only if P(w) = Pi. Hence 
CLI + (P(U), e(w)) maps a(n) bijectively onto the set (Br } x Y(n), and the 
theorem follows. 1 

In Section 7, we will show that Y = r-‘, where R Y(n) + B(n) is the 
operator defined in Section 5. 

We conclude this section by applying Theorems 6.25 to the study of 
descent sets of words and tableaux. If o E N*, a descent of w  is an index i 

n-?ln-1, 
-2 
n-l’ 
- 

FIGURE&~ 
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such that oi > oi+, . If T is a standard tableau, a descent of T is an entry i 
such that i+ 1 appears in a lower row than i. The descent sets of o and T 
are the sets D(w) and D(T) consisting of the integers i which are descents 
of o and T, respectively. If D E ( 1, 2 ,..., n - 1 }, define 

3?(D)= {oEB(n)lD(o)=D} 

y(D)= {TE~(~)(D(T)=D}. 

A central result proved in [18] states that 

Ia(D)l = IY(D)I 

for all D c { 1, 2,..., n - 1 }. Our methods yield a direct combinatorial proof 
of this fact: 

THEOREM 6.27. Zf D E { 1, 2 ,..., n - 1 }, then w  E 9?(D) if and only if 
Y(o) E Y(D). 

The steps in the proof are of some interest in their own right, and are 
summarized in the statement of the following lemma: 

LEMMA 6.28. Zf w E 3?(n), and x is a letter occurring in co, let 5: denote 
the bumping path (i.e., the sequence of cells along which labels are displaced) 
obtained when x is inserted during the construction of P(o). Let r: denote 
the row index of the last (lowest) cell in 4;. For each k 6 r;, let [T(k) denote 
the column index of the cell of ry in row k. Let oi = u and wi+ , = v. 

(1) Zf u<v, then t;(k)>{;(k) for k6r;. Hence r;>rr, and 
i$D(‘y(o)). 

(2) Zf u>v, then [;(k)<t;(k) for k6r;. Hence r;<rp, and 
ie D( Y(o)). 

In other words, 5; lies (weakly) to the right of 5: if uu is a descent, and 
<; lies (strictly) to the right of 5; if uv is a nondescent. 

The straightforward proof of Lemma 6.28 is omitted. We note that 
results analogous to Theorem 6.27 and Lemma 6.28 hold for the RSK 
correspondence, and can be proved in essentially the same way (see [ 163). 

7. PROPERTIES OF THE MAP T+f(T) 

This section contains a proof that the mapping T -+ r(T) is a bijection 
from Y(n) to V(n). Toward this end, we will first derive a number of 
elementary facts about the action of a on T, some of which are of interest 
in their own right. Throughout this section, T denotes a standard tableau 
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of staircase shape {n - 1, n - 2 ,..., 2, 1 }, with labels {k + 1, k + 2 ,..., k + L}, 
where L = (i). Let M denote the maximum label in T, namely, k + L. 

Orientations of Pairs 

For each integer i appearing in T, it turns out to be important to note 
the relative position of i, i + 1, and i + 2, and to characterize the effect a has 
on these three entries. 

DEFINITION 7.1. If T is a standard tableau, and x and Y are distinct 
entries in T occupying cells (i, j) and (i’, j’), respectively, we say that x is 
below y, and write x < y, if i 3 i’ and j < j’. Similarly, we say that .Y is above 
y, and write y < x, if id i’ and j >j’. 

The relation < defines a partial order on the entries of T which depends 
only on their location, not their value. The following is trivial to check: 

Lemma 7.2. For any standard tableau T, if x = i and y = i+ 1 or 
y = i + 2, then y is above x in T zf and only if y is not below x. In other 
words, if JX - yl < 2 then {x, y } is a comparable pair in the partial order just 
defined, 

For example, in the tableau in Fig. 6.2, 3 < 2, 7< 8, 9< 8, and 3 <5. 

DEFINITION 7.3, If x4 (i, i+ 1 }, we say that x is between i and i+ 1 if 
either i<x<i+l or i+l<.v<i. We also say that i and i+l are 
separated by s. 

For example, in the tableau in Fig. 6.2, 7 is between 5 and 6, and 2 is 
between 3 and 4. 

LEMMA 7.4. Let i and i + 1 be entries in T such that i < i + 1, and 
i+l<M. Then i<i+l in Ti’. Similarly, ifi+l<iin T, then i+l<iin 
T3. 

ProoJ: If i< i+ 1 in T, but I? moves i+ 1 to a row below the row 
containing i, then i+ 1 must occupy a “corner” of the evacuation path, 
with i immediately to the left, as illustrated: 

However, this configuration is impossible, since i < a implies i + 1 < a. Thus 
if an evacuation path contains x it must contain a rather than i + 1. A 
similar argument applies when i + 14 i. 1 
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LEMMA~.~. Zfi<i+l and i<i+2 in T, and i+2<M, then i<i+l 
and i < i + 2 in Td. Similarly, if i + 1 < i and i + 2 < i in T, then both of these 
relations hold in F. 

Proof By symmetry we need only consider the case when i < i + 2 in T. 
If i< i + 2, but i + 2 < i in Ta, then i + 2 must occupy a corner of the 
evacuation path, with i in the same row, as illustrated: 

Here i may be adjacent to i+ 2, or separated from i+ 2 by i + 1. But 
i < a < i + 2 implies a = i + 1, contradicting the assumption that i < i + 1. 
Hence i<i+2 in Ta. 1 

If i, i + 1, and i + 2 are entries in T, there are six possible orientations, 
which can be classified as follows: 

Type 1: i<i+l<i+2 

Type 2: i+2<i+l<i 

Type 3: i+l<i<i+2 

Type 4: i+2<i<i+l 

Type 5: i+l<i+2<i 

Type 6: i<i+2<i+l 

We will describe the effect of a on each of these six cases. Lemma 7.4 shows 
that types 1 and 2 are preserved by the action of a. Lemma 7.5 shows that 
in types 5 and 6 the orientation of i and i+ 2 cannot change, and hence 
these types are also preserved. In cases 3 and 4, the proof of Lemma 7.5 
shows that the orientation of i and i + 2 changes if and only if i, i + 1, and 
i + 2 occur in a configuration of the type illustrated in Fig. 7.1, where it is 
assumed that the cell labeled x lies in the evacuation path. When this hap- 
pens, we will say that i + 1 and i + 2 lie in a critical configuration. One can 

i i+2 El i+l 2 

or i ii-1 

El 
i+2 z 

TYPE 3 TYPE 4 

FIG. 7.1. Critical configurations (x lies in the evacuation path). 
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check that configurations of types 3 and 4 are transformed by C? into con- 
figurations of types 5 and 6, respectively. To summarize: 

LEMMA 7.6. If i, i + 1, i + 2 appear in T, and i + 2 < M, then the possible 
effects of a on the orientation of i, i + 1, i-t 2 are as follows: 

Orientation in T Possible orientation in Ta 

Type 1 - Type 1 only 
Type 2 - Type 2 only 
Type 3 - Type 3 or Type 5 
Type 4 - Type 4 or Type 6 
Type 5 - Type 5 only 
Type 6 - Type 6 only 

In particular, notice that if i and i+ 1 are separated by i+ 2 in T, the 
same relation holds in T’. 

Dual Knuth Transformations 

DEFINITION 7.7. Let dij+, denote the operator which acts on a 
tableau T by exchanging entries i and i + 1. Note that di i+, can only be 
applied to T if i and i + 1 are both present in T, and do not lie in the same 
row or column. 

DEFINITION 7.8. An application of d, , + , to T is called a dual Knuth 
transformation if the entries i and i+ 1 are separated, in the sense of 
Definition 7.3, by either i - 1 or i + 2. 

This definition coincides exactly with the definition of dual Knuth trans- 
formations given in the previous section: 

LEMMA 7.9. The operator A i i+, is a dual Knuth transformation of T in 
the sense of Definition 7.7 if and only if it is a dual Knuth transformation of 
p(T) in the sense of Definition 6.14. 

In the next several lemmas we will describe the effect of dual Knuth 
transformations on the evacuation sequence T, T’, F”,.... Recall that T is 
assumed throughout to be a standard tableau of staircase shape. 

DEFINITION 7.10. If x is an evacuation path in T, the horizontal portion 
of rr is the set 

7cH= {(i,j)Enl(i,j-I)E7t}. 
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Similarly, the vertical portion of rr is the set 

7cy= {(i,j)En[(i- l,j)En}. 

Note that rcHnrc.=@, and rc=rcHurcyu ((1, l)}. For example, if n is 
as illustrated in Fig. 7.2, then X” consists of the cells marked H, and rc,, 
consists of the cells marked V. 

LEMMA 7.11. Let M be the largest label in T, and let I&~) be the path 
obtained by evacuating M from T. Let ?I(~-” be the path obtained by 
evacuating M - 1. If M - 1 < M in T, then 

Similarly, if M < M - 1 in T, then 

Proof: Suppose, for example, that M- 1 <M and ?I(“‘-‘) contains a 
cell (i, j) in the horizontal portion of rc CM’ Suppose further that (i,j) is the . 
rightmost such cell in row i, in other words, rctMP ‘) contains cell (i + 1,j) 
rather than cell (i,j+l). Let a=tijpl, b=t;+ ,,-,, and .~=t;+,,, as 
shown in the left-hand diagram of Fig. 7.3. Then a < b since a and b lie in a 
column of T. Thus the evacuation path ?I(~-‘) will choose b rather than a, 
once it reaches X. Thus rrCMP ‘) can never reach cell (i, j), and we have a 
contradiction. 1 

Thus if rcCMP ‘) starts below ?I(~‘, it must remain below ?I(~), in the sense 
that it can never touch or cross the horizontal barriers created by the cells 
in rcy). We will frequently use the words “above” and “below” in this sense 
when speaking about evacuation paths. An argument similar to the proof 
of Lemma 7.11 also yields the following: 

FIGURE~.~ 
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: : 
: : ,........_...~.. 
: : : j Rw-l) 
: : : . . ..______.____. 

Original T 

: ,I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: : : : #-l) 

: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

After evacuating 

FIGURE 7.3 

COROLLARY 7.12. Let M be the largest label in T, and suppose that 
M- l<M<M-2. Zf xCM’, ?I(~-“, and x(~~*’ are defined as in 
Lemma 7.11, then 

and 

,.$M-+-,,+~L,, 

and, as a consequence, 

dM-‘),.(M-*l= {(I, I)}, 

A similar statement holds if M - 2 < M< M - 1. 

In the following lemmas, let jdenote the label which is added when j is 
evacuated from T. In other words, /= k - M +j = -L +j, for j = k + 1, 
k + 2,..., k + L. 

LEMMA 7.13. Suppose i + 2 < M, and i + 2 lies between i and i + 1 in T. 
Then 

where both sides should be regarded as operators on T. If i+ 2 = M, then 

In other words, exchanging i and i + 1 commutes with 8 as long as both 
elements remain in T. After i and i+ 1 disappear, the residual effect of 
Ai i+ i is limited to the elements i+l and i+. 

Proof: First we show that Aii+ ,d =dA, i+ ,. Since labels x# i, i+ 1 
bear the same order relation to both i and i + 1, exchanging i and i + 1 has 
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no effect on the choice of cells in any evacuation path, unless a situation of 
the form 

occurs, with x in n. Since i + 2 is between i and i + 1, we must have 
x = i + 2. However, it is easy to see that if such a configuration occurs, it is 
impossible for rc to contain x, since the elements labeled y and z in the 
above diagram must both be greater than x. This proves that 
Aii+,a=&l,i+,. 

By Lemma 7.6, the condition that i + 2 is between i and i + 1 is preserved 
by the action of 8, and we can iterate the process until i+ 2 has been 
evacuated, namely, M - i - 1 times. When i + 2 is evacuated, i, i + I, and 
i + 2 must all lie on the border of T, with i + 2 between i and i + 1. Assume 
(without loss of generality) that i< i + 1. Let x(~+“, rc(” ‘), and rc(” denote 
the paths obtained by evacuating i+ 2, i+ 1, and i, respectively. By 
Corollary 7.12, rc(‘+ ‘) and 7~“’ intersect only in cell ( 1, 1). Hence if i and 
i+ 1 are transposed and i3 is applied two more times, the roles of rc(‘+ ‘) and 
rP’ are reversed. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the resulting tableau 
differs from the original only in the locations of labels, i; i+l, and i, as 
shown below: - 

a 2+2 81 - T---- 
Zfl 

Ta3 T“ii+l J3 

Hence di ;+ I 13~ = a34;;? z, and the proof is complete. 1 

Next we consider the effect of dual Knuth transformations in which i and 
i + 1 are separated by i- 1. Here the situation is somewhat more com- 
plicated. The effect of d i i+, depends on whether or not the action of 3 
involves configurations which are critical in the sense of Fig. 7.1. 

LEMMA 7.14. Suppose that i and i + 1 are separated by i- 1 in T. Then 

dii+la= 
1 

adiP i if i and i + 1 lie in a critical configuration 

dAii+, otherwise. 

Ifi+l =M, then Aii+,a3=a3A;rfl. 
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Proof. Case 1. First assume i + 1 < M. As in the proof of Lemma 7.13, 
we argue that exchanging i and i + 1 does not affect the construction of rr, 
unless i and i + 1 occur in T in a configuration of the form 

with x in the evacuation path. If no such configuration occurs, we have 
dii+Ia=a~,;+, as in the proof of Lemma 7.13. If such a configuration 
does occur, the entry labeled CY must equal i- 1, since i and i + 1 are 
separated by i- 1. In other words, the configuration is critical in the sense 
of Fig. 7.1. In P we then have 

i 

&I 

i-l 
or 

i-l / i+l 
d 

i i+l 

On the other hand, in T-” ‘+” the corresponding configurations are 

or 

In other words, T’I I+ 1’ = r’“f-1 1 as claimed. 

Case 2. Next suppose that i + I = M. There are two cases, depending 
on how i- 1, i, and i+ 1 are situated on the border of T. Without loss of 
generality, assume that i < i + 1. 

Subcase 2. I. Entries i and i + 1 lie in a border cell of T, while i - 1 does 
not. In this case, i and i + 1 must lie in adjacent cells, and i - 1 is between 
them, as illustrated: 

We will refer to such configurations on the border as tight. Let rr(‘+ I), rP’, 
and 7cci- ” denote the evacuation paths in T obtained by evacuating i + 1, i, 
and i- 1, respectively. Let 7?(‘+ I), jici), and it”-” denote the corresponding 
paths in Tdtdtl. Clearly, rc’j+ ‘) and 5”+” agree after the initial cell, and in 
each case, i - 1 occupies the cell previously occupied by i + 1. Furthermore, 
it is not difficult to check (using Lemma 7.11) that Zif”- I)= rcci) and 
ii(i) tip I). The latter two paths are separated (in the sense of 
Cor%ry7.12) by jt(r+l’=z(‘+l), and hence intersect only in cell ( 1, 1). 
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Hence TAr ‘+ I*’ and T”’ agree except on cells labeled by i-l, i, and %i. As 
in the proof of Lemma 7.13, one can check that these labels differ by a 
transposition of f and i+l. 

Subcase 2.2. Entries i- 1, i, and i+ 1 all lie in cells along the border of 
T. Assume without loss of generality that i < i - 1 < i + 1. Since i < i + 1, 
the path 7~“) lies below n”+‘), in the sense of Lemma 7.11. Similarly, zciP ‘1 
lies above n”). If x’~+‘) and 71 G) have only cell (1, 1) in common, then 
trivially j2’j) = n”+ ‘) and j?+ ” = R”), It follows that TAJ1+ Ia3 and r” differ 
only by a transposition of z: and i+l, and the proof is complete. On the 
other hand, if x”+ ‘) and #) intersect nontrivially, the situation may be 
represented as in Fig. 7.4. 

Here the cell labeled a represents the first intersection of rc’j+ ‘) and 7~“). 
By Lemma 7.11, 7~~’ is trapped by the initial segments of n’j+ r) and ?I’~‘, 
and must therefore contain the cell labeled d. It subsequently passes 
through rc”+ I) at the cell labeled c, and remains above n”+ I) thereafter, as 
shown in Fig. 7.4. If dj ;+, is applied to T, the initial segments of 7~“+‘) and 
rr”) are interchanged, as before. A careful analysis (omitted here) shows 
that the terminal portions of n”‘, z”+ ‘), and rc”+‘) are rearranged as 
shown in Fig. 7.4, namely, ?l(if 1) = g(i+l), .Ci- II= f(O, 71(i)= *If- 1). 

Furthermore, f+lp3 and T” agree in all cells except those labeled by 
t-l, r: and i + 1, and these cells differ by an application of A7 i+r. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 7.14. 1 

FIG. 7.4. Interaction of evacuation paths. 
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Proof That the Mapping T -+ r(T) Is Well-Defined 

We will show that for any TeY(n), the sequence T(T) represents a 
maximal chain from 6 to f in the weak order (S,, 6 ). In other words, 
r(T) ma. As before, we think of r(T) as a word in the alphabet 
iv= { 1, 2,..., n - 1 }, where letter x represents the transposition of adjacent 
positions x and x + 1. 

Let TO be the staircase tableau with n - 1 rows defined by 
tii= (‘lj) - i+ 1. In this case, T,, is equal to its own dual reading tableau. 
For example, if n = 5, then TO is illustrated in Fig. 7.5. It is easy to check 
that r( T,,) E 9(n), i.e., r( TO) represents the maximal chain which reverses 
[l 2... n] by moving n to the left, then n - 1, then n - 2, etc. For example, 
if n = 5, then 

I(T,,)=4342341234. 

Recall that the transpositions in ZJ TO) should be read in reverse order. If T 
is an arbitrary tableau, Lemmas 6.17 and 7.9 show that T may be obtained 
from T,, by a sequence of dual Knuth transformations. We claim that each 
such transformation preserves the property that r(T) is a reduced decom- 
position. This is the content of the next lemma. 

LEMMA 7.15. Let T be a staircase tableau such that r(T)cB(n). Let 
d=d,,+, be a dual Knuth transformation of T. Then ZJ T) and r( T;‘) are 
Coxeter-Knuth equivalent, and r( T”) E 9?(n). 

Proof: Case 1. Suppose first that i and i + 1 are separated in T by 
i + 2. Let yi and yi+ , denote the letters in positions i and i + 1 of r(T). As 
T is evacuated, i + 2 continues to separate i and i + 1, by Lemma 7.6. In 
particular, i and i + 1 occupy nonadjacent cells (separated by i + 2) when 
they reach the outer boundary of T, hence yi and yi+ I represent trans- 
positions of disjoint pairs of elements. Lemma 7.13 shows that Z(T) and 
r( T”) differ only by a transposition of y, and yi+ 1. Furthermore, yi+z lies 
between yi and yi+ , . Hence r(T) and r( T“) differ by the Coxeter-Knuth 
relation 

YiYi+lYi+2=Yi+IYiYi+Z. 

FIG. 7.5. Dual reading tableau of a staircase. 
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Hence f(T) and r( P’) are Coxeter-Knuth equivalent, and hence 
f(TqEB?(n). 

Case 2. Next suppose that i and i + 1 are separated by i - 1, and i and 
i + 1 lie in a critical configuration (Fig. 7.1). By Lemma 7.14, we have 
p”+ld = pL Il. Furthermore, in P the elements i- 1 and i are separated 
by i+ 1. Hence the effect of dii+, on r(T) is the same as that of Ai- I i on 
f(7y7). The latter operation is a dual Knuth transformation of the type 
considered in Case 1, and we conclude that ZJ 7’) and f(T’) differ by the 
Coxeter-Knuth relation 

YIPIYiYiil =YIYi-1Yi+1 

where y,+, lies between yi and yip,. A similar argument applies if i and 
i+ 1 are separated by i- 1, in a noncritical configuration which becomes 
critical after some iteration of 8. 

Case 3. Suppose that i and i+ 1 are separated by i- 1, noncritically, 
and no critical configurations are introduced by 8. There are two cases, 
according to whether or not i and i+ 1 are adjacent when they reach the 
outer boundary of T. 

Subcase 3.1. If i and i+ 1 are adjacent on the boundary, then i- 1 must 
be adjacent to both, i.e., they form a tight border configuration. If i< i + 1, 
and y;=.~, then yI+, =x+ 1 and yiPI =x. By Lemma 7.14, the 
corresponding three letters in f( TA) are x + 1, x, and x + 1, and the 
remaining letters in r(T) and r( TA) coincide. Thus f(T) and f( TA) differ 
by the Coxeter-Knuth relation. 

x(x+ 1)x=(x+ 1)x(x+ 1) 

occurring in positions i - 1, i, i + 1. 

Subcase 3.2. If i and i+ 1 are nonadjacent on the boundary, then i- 1 
must lie between them, and hence yi and yi+ , are separated by yi- i . Hence 
f(T) and f( T”) differ by the CoxeterrKnuth relation 

Yi- 1YiYit I = Y,- 1Yi+ 1Yi. 

This completes the proof. 1 

COROLLARY 7.16. If TE Y(n), then f(T) E W(n). 

Proof That f and Y Are Inverses 

In fact the proof of Lemma 7.15 yields much more. If we carefully 
examine the relationship between dual Knuth transformations of T and 
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Coxeter-Knuth transformations of r(T), we can show that r and Y are 
inverses, a result already mentioned in Section 6. The next corollary sum- 
marizes the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 7.15. 

COROLLARY 7.17. Let T E Y(n), and let A = Ai ;+ , he a dual Knuth trans- 
formation of T. Then T(T’)= T(T)’ where j operates on y = IJ T) as 
follows: 

Case 1. Lf i and i + 1 are separated by i + 2 in T, then 

2: YLYi+ 1Yi+2 f-'Yi+lYiYi+2. 

Case 2. If i and i+ 1 are separated by i- 1, and a critical con- 
figuration occurs, then 

Case 3.1. If i and i + 1 are separated by i - 1, never critically, and 
reach the border in a tight configuration, then 

in positions i- 1, i, i+ 1. 

Case 3.2. If i and i + 1 are separated by i- 1, never critically, and 
reach the border in a nontight configuration, then 

d:Yi~IYiYi+I~Yi~IYi+IYi. 

THEOREM 7.18. The maps r and Y are inverses. 

Proof Again, we can easily verify that !P(Z( T)) = T in special cases, for 
example, if T= TO is a dual reading tableau (see Fig. 7.5). The next step is 
to show that for arbitrary T~9(n), if Y(r(T))= T, and A is a dual Knuth 
transformation of T, then 

Y(T( T)“) = Y(T( T))A 

where 2 is defined as in Corollary 7.17. Then 

(7.1) 

Y(ZJ T’)) = !P(r(T)“) = !P(u(r( T))’ = TA. 

By Lemmas 6.17 and 7.9, every tableau TE Y(n) can be obtained from TO 
by a sequence of A transformations. Hence Y(r( T)) = T holds for all T, 
and the proof is finished. To prove (7.1) we let r(T) = y = y I y2 . . . yL, and 
consider each of the cases in Corollary 7.17 in turn. For notational 
convenience, define y= y” and p= Y(v(y”). 
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Case 1. Assume first that i4 i+ 2 <i + 1 in T, and write 
yiyi+ ,Y~+~ = acb. It follows from Lemma 7.4 (or Lemma 6.28) that 
a < b < c, and thus 2 transforms acb into cab. Since 2 is a Coxeter-Knuth 
transformation, it follows from Theorem 6.24 that T and F differe at most 
by a permutation of i, i+ 1, and i+ 2. Since i is a descent of y” but i + 1 is 
not, we have i + 1 < i and i + 1 < i + 2 in F, by Lemma 6.28. Thus either 
i + 1 < i + 2 < i or i + 1 < i < i + 2. We must distinguish between these two 
possibilities. In the notation of Lemma 6.28, we know that t;; lies strictly to 
the right of 5;. We clim that t’, = t:, in other words the bumping path of c 
is the same for both y and 7. This is clear unless 4: and 5; have a common 
cell. But if the paths have a common cell, they must agree in all subsequent 
cells. In particular, the cell labeled by i in T is again labeled by i in T, 
contradicting the fact that i+ 1 < i in F. This proves that i+ 1 < i+ 2 < i in 
T, and hence T and T differ by a transposition of i and i + 1, as claimed. If 
i + 1 < i + 2 < i in T, the argument is similar. 

Case 2. Suppose that i< i- 1 < i + 1 in T, in a critical configuration. 
We may assume that yip ryiyi+ r = cab, with a < b < c, so that d” transforms 
cab into acb. Arguing as in Case 1, we conclude that T and p differ by a 
permutation of i- 1, i, and i + 1. Clearly, the position of i- 1 must be the 
same in both T and T, since the configuration of i- 1, i, and i + 1 is 
critical. Furthermore, i E D(T) implies i + 1 < i in r Hence T and F differ 
by a transposition of i and i + 1, and we are done. If i < i - 1 < i + 1, non- 
critically, but the configurations becomes critical after some iteration of 8, 
then again 2 transforms yip ryIyi+, = cab into acb. This implies i+ 1 < i 
and i - 1 < i in T, but it is no longer so obvious that the position of i - 1 
remains the same in both T and F Arguing as in Case 1, we claim that 
l; # t:. This follows since in T, label i occupies the cell labeled by i + 1 in 
T. Hence by the remarks made in Case 1, the bumping paths rz and 5: 
must have a common cell, and thus coincide from that cell onward. The 
terminal cell is labeled i- 1 in both T and T, hence i - 1 is fixed and 
F = TAtt+ ‘, as claimed. The argument is similar if we assume i + 1< i - 1 < i 
in T. 

Case 3.1. If i < i - 1 < i + 1 in T, noncritically, but these labels reach 
the border in a tight configuration, then yip r yiyi+ , = (x + 1) x(x + 1 ), and 
2 transforms (x + 1) x(x + 1) into x(x + 1) x. As a conszquence, 
i - 1 $ D(y) and i E D(y), which implies i- 1 < i and i + 1 < i in T. Hence 
either i+l<i-l<i or i-l<i+l<i. We claim that tl;+,=<, (these 
symbols stand for the bumping paths of yiPI and jr- r, respectively). This 
will show that the same cell is labeled i- 1 in both T and F, which implies 
i + 1 < i - 1 < i in ? and hence p= TAzl+l. The claim is easy to verify by 
showing that yi.-, and Tip 1 each bump the same element from the first row, 
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and hence <1;+ i and rz agree in all subsequent rows. The argument is 
similarifi+l<i-l<iin T. 

Case 3.2. Assume i< i- 1 < i + 1 in T, noncritically, and the border 
configuration is nontight. Then yi- ,y,yi+, = bat, with a< b<c, and d 
transforms bat into bca. Trivially, i- 1 appears in the same cell in both T 
and T, and i + 1 < i in i? Hence F= Tdll+l, and the proof is complete. a 

It is possible to give a somewhat more direct proof of Theorem 7.18, 
based on the following two lemmas. The first is an immediate consequence 
of the reverse-insertion process defined in the proof the Theorem 6.25. 

LEMMA7.19. ~fw=01w2 ---wL e%(n), and o(w) has entry L in cell 
(n-k, k), then wL = k. 

The second lemma has a well-known counterpart (with essentially the 
same statement) for the ordinary RSK correspondence, and holds for 
reduced words of arbitrary length. We will not give an independent proof 
here, but will rather show how it can be derived from Theorem 7.18. If T is 
a standard tableau with n cells, let f denote the tableau obtained from T 
by (i) applying 3-l to T, (ii) suppressing the cell labeled n + 1, and (iii) 
reducing each of the labels by 1. 

LEMMA 7.20. If w = w, oz. . We E ?4?, let ci, = oz.. . wk. Zf e(w) = T, then 
&iq = F. 

Proof First augment w  to obtain a maximal length reduced decom- 
position w’=w,~~~wkwk+,~~~wL. Write 8(w’)=w2~~~wkwk+,~~~wL~, 

- 
where wi =n--w,. Then S(w’) is also a reduced decomposition, and 
it is immediate from Theorem 7.18 and the definition of r that 
!P(~(w’)) = &b(o’)) is obtained by first computing Tam’, and then trans- 
lating the labels from { 2, 3 ,..., L + 1 } to { 1, 2 ,..., L}. Restricting 6(w’) to the ^ 
segment w2 ... wk yields T as defined above. 1 

We mention several other corollaries concerning symmetries of the 
Coxeter-Knuth correspondence. These all can be derived from 
Theorem 7.18 by methods similar to those used to prove Lemma 7.20. 

COROLLARY 7.21. If w=w,w,-..o,eg(n), let W=O,O,...W,, where 
Oi = n - wi for each i. Then w E a(n), and e(G) = &(a)‘, where t denotes 
transpose. 
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COROLLARY 7.22. Zf w=01c02~~~ok EL%?', let oYev =w~o~-~ ...02w1. 
Then 

where S is the evacuation operator defined in Definition 5.2. 

Another corollary is the following surprising fact about Schutzenberger’s 
promotion operator P (see Definition 5.1). 

COROLLARY 1.23. Zf TE Y(n), i.e., T is a standard staircase tableau, then 
TP = T’. 

For example, see Fig. 5.1. It is possible to prove Corollary 7.23 without 
using the full machinery of the Coxeter-Knuth correspondence (see [4]), 
but there does not seem to be any easy direct argument. 

8. REDUCED DECOMPOSITIONS OF ARBITRARY PERMUTATIONS 

Let YES,, and let w=0102..’ w, be a reduced decomposition of c. By 
Theorem 6.24, if w’ E 9 is such that P(W) = p(o’), then w  z o’ and hence 
n(o) = Z7(o’) = c. As before, let &!(a) denote the set of all reduced decom- 
positions of g. Thus 9(a) can be partitioned according to the values of the 
first component of the bijection 

As an immediate consequence we have 

19R(0)l = 1 fi (8.1) 
Ic*X(o) 

where &(a) is the multiset of shapes occurring among the tableaux p(w) 
as w  ranges over @a). The purpose of this section is to obtain more 
detailed information about the multiset ~%‘(a). 

Let N(a) denote the matrix of zeros and ones whose ijth element is equal 
to 1 if i> j and j appears to the right of i in (T. Thus the ones in N(o) 
represent pairs i > j which are inversions in cr. Let r(a) and c(a) denote the 
row and column sum vectors of N(a), and let r(a) and c(a) denote the par- 
titions obtained by arranging r(o) and c(a) in nonincreasing order. Clearly 
J(g-‘) = ?(a), and ?(a-‘) = r(‘(a). A f amiliar combinatorial inequality (see, 
e.g., [lo]) states that c(a) < J(o)*, where the star denotes conjugation and 
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< denotes the majorization or dominance order on partitions. In other 
words, 

c,<rl* 

(8.2) 

and so forth. In [18] Stanley showed that 

L@(o)1 = c mi(o)fn (8.3) 
F(n)<i.<F(o)’ 

where the m,(a))s are integers (possibly negative). He showed further that 
mi(o) = 1 when 1 =?(a) or A= ?((a)*, and used this fact in his proof of 
Theorem 4.1. We will show that these results follow readily from our 
approach. In addition, we will prove that mi(a) 3 0 for all II, a result 
conjectured but not proved in the original version of [ 181. 

THEOREM 8.1. (1) Let TEF,,, and let o = Z7(p( T)), in other words 
p(T) E B(a). Then 

c(a)<l(T)<J(o)*. 

Here %(T) denotes the shape of T. 

(2) Let u E S,, and let ;i =?(a)*. Then there exists a unique tableau 
TE& such that pi&? and n(T) = 1. A similar statement holds if 
i = F(a). 

For the proof of Theorem 8.1 we need several lemmas. First let (T E S, 
and let w=o,q... of E%‘(C). When the letters of w  are multiplied from 
left to right, each oi creates a new inversion in c. Construct a new matrix 
m(cr) by replacing the ones in N(o) by the integers 1,2,..., 1, according to 
the order in which new inversions are introduced. We call it(o) the o- 
labeling of N(o). When (T = 1, this is essentially the encoding of maximal 
chains in S, as balanced staircase tableaux, described in Theorem 4.2. 

LEMMA 8.2. Let IS E S,, and let o = 01w2.. . CO, be a reduced decom- 
position of o. Suppose that w contains a subword CO,,,, , o,,,+~ ... co,,,+, whose 
letters are strictly increasing. Then the 1abeIs m +- 1, m + 2,..., m + j appear in 
different rows of R(a). 

Proof. For i= m + 1, m + 2,..., m +j let (xi, r,) denote the pair of 
elements transposed by wi, with x,<Y;. Since w,+, <o,,,+~z ... cm,,,+, 
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the y,‘s must be distinct. This means that the corresponding labels in m(c) 
appear in different rows. 1 

An analogous result holds for decreasing subwords: in this case the 
corresponding labels in m(u) appear in different columns. We note that the 
conclusion of Lemma 8.2 remains valid even if the letters of p are not 
adjacent, provided that for each i, the letters oi and oi+ i are not separated 
by another occurence of wi. 

LEMMA 8.3. Let M be a matrix of zeros and ones, and let r denote the 
sorted row sum vector of M. Suppose that the ones in M have been colored 
with k colors, so that no color appears twice in the same row, For i= 1, 2,..., k 
let Ai denote the set number of entries colored with the ith color, and let 
1 = {A,, AZ,..., & 1. Then ;1< Y*. A corresponding statement holds if the roles 
of rows and columns are interchanged. 

ProoJ: Permute the entries in each row of M so that color 1 lies in the 
first column, color 2 lies in the second column, etc. The resulting matrix 
has column sums J.,, 1, ,..,, &, and hence it follows from (8.2) that 
A<r*. 1 

Proof of Theorem 8.1. The proof is based largely on ideas used in [ 181 
to prove Eq. (8.3). 

(1) Suppose TE YR, and p = p(T) has row factorization p_lp,-, ... 
p2p1, where each pi is an increasing sequence of length li. In N(a), the 
integers corresponding to letters in pi lie in different rows, for each i, by 
Lemma 8.2. Color these entries with color i, for each i. By Lemma 8.3, we 
have il< ?*, as claimed. Next let yj = c~,c~~‘. . cd denote the jth column of 
T. It is easy to see that the letters of yj form a decreasing subsequence of p, 
in which no pair crl and ci+ , I is separated by an occurrence of c;,. By the 
remarks following Lemma 8.2, the labels corresponding to letters in 
column y, appear in different columns of m(c), for each j. Hence 
Lemma 8.3 shows that A* =$C(cr)*. By well-known results on the 
majorization order (see, for example, [lo]), this is equivalent to showing 
that c(a) =$A, and the proof of part (1) is complete. The inequality F(a) < 1 
can also be obtained directly from the inequality 14 T(cr)*, by the 

O@@@@ 
1 2 4 6 7 

To = 3 7 8 

4 8 

5 

=T 

FIGURE 8.1 
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following argument: if p(T) E%(G), then Corollary 7.22 shows that 
P(T’)~~:(T)‘“‘E~((T-‘). Hence 1”*<7(~-‘)*=2(o)*, and we again 
conclude C(a) < 1. 

To prove (2) suppose that G has been given. We will show how to 
contruct a tableau TE & such that n(T) = ?(a)* and p(T) E B(a). Let 
K= {k,, kZ,...) denote the set of integers k such that r,(o)>O. In other 
words, K consists of those gj which have a smaller aj to their right. Note 
that lly\ = 7, (a)*. Assume that the ki’s have been indexed in the order they 
appear as a subsequence of (T. First construct an array T,, consisting of IRI 
columns, as follows: if ki E K appears in position pi of 0, define the entries 
in the ith column of To to be pi, pi + 1, pI + 2,..., pi + Ye - 1. Let T be the 
tableau obtained from To by left-justifying each of the rows. For example, if 
D = 2 8 1 4 3 9 7 5 6, then K = (2, 8, 4, 9, 7 f, and Fig. 8.1 illustrates the con- 
struction of T,, and T. It is clear from the definition that A(T) = F{(o)*, and 
the rows and columns of T obviously increase strictly. If p,p,-, ... p2p1 
denotes the row factorization of p(T), one can easily show that the per- 
mutation up,- ’ = 6 is obtained from 0 by shifting each of the elements in K 
one position to the right. Hence $6) is obtained from T(G) by reducing 
each r,(a) by 1, which in turn implies that r(e)* = {r2(o)*, ?,(a)*,...}. If F 
is the tableau obtained by removing the first row from T, then F is con- 
structed from ti in the same way that T is constructed from 0. Inductively, 
we may assume that f is the unique tableau in YR such that p(F) E g(b) 
and A(f) = f((d)*. It follows that p(F) p, = p(T) is a reduced decomposition 
of (T, and hence T has all the desired properties. It is easy to see that if T’ is 
any other tableau in YR with i,(T) = J,(o)* and pub, then the 
first row of T’ must consist of the entries p,, p?,..., pIK,, as defined above. In 
other words p, is uniquely determined by (T, and the result follows by 
induction, 

To prove the corresponding statement for P(a), recall that t(a) = ?(g ‘). 
To show that TE & exists, with p(T) E .!S(g) and J”(T) = c(a), it suffices to 
construct UE Y,, with p(U) E g(a-‘) and J(U) = ?(o-I)*, using the results 
of the previous paragraph. Then we can take T= U’, since 
p( U’) %:(U)“‘E%?((T) (by Corollary 7.22) and A(U’) = E,(U)* = T(cpl) = 
C(g). The uniqueness of T follows from the uniqueness of U, and we are 
done. 1 

COROLLARY 8.4. IfoES,, then 

where ml(a)>0 for all A, andmA( 1 if A=?(a) or l=F(a)*. 

Proof: By the remarks at the beginning of this section, I.!%(U)] can be 
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expressed as a sum of terms fAcr), one for each distinct tableau T of the 
form P(o), for OE 9(o). For each such T we have ME $2(o) by 
Lemma 6.23. Hence by the first part of Theorem 8.1 we have 
E(a) < n(T) $ f((a)*. By the second part of Theorem 8.1 there is exactly one 
such tableau of shape Y(G)*, and exactly one of shape C(O). This completes 
the proof. 1 

We can view Corollary 8.4 in a somewhat different way by looking at the 
mappings r and Y defined in Sections 5 and 6 for staircase tableaux. 
If G ES, let r = r,+ i ... rL be a reduced decomposition of e -‘i. Then 
for any reduced decomposition o=o,w,~~~w,~92(u) we have 
UT = w, . . . oJjz/+ , ... rL E 5%?(i), and conversely. If we fix the word 
T=T,+,“‘TL, and count reduced decompositions 07 E 9?(i) which agree 
with r in their last L - 1 positions, the result is clearly la(a)(. Each such 
reduced decomposition corresponds under !P to a standard staircase 
tableau Y(w~) in which the labels { 1, 2,..., I} occupy a subtableau T of 
shape 1= A(T), and the labels {1+ l,..., L} occupy a skew tableau S of 
shape ,?[“1/1. Clearly, every possible standard tableau T of shape ,? arises as 
a subtableau of some Y(or) under this correspondence. If S denotes the 
skew tableau defined above, we will write z = T(S), extending slightly the 
notation introduced in Section 5. 

As a consequence of these remarks, we can interpret the frequency mi(a) 
with whichf, appears in (8.3) as counting the number of skew tableaux S 
of shape 1[“]/1 whose evacuation T(S) agrees exactly with r. We state this 
result as a corollary: 

COROLLARY 8.5. Let a E S,, and let z be any reduced decomposition of 
a-“i. Let nl(r) denote the number of skew tableaux S of shape ICN1/A such 
that T(S) = T. Then nl(z) = m,(o), where m*(a) is the coefficient appearing 
in (8.3). As a consequence, n).(s) depends only on o, and not on the choice 
of 7. 

9. BALANCED TABLEAUXOF ARBITRARY SHAPE 

In this section we will prove Theorem 2.2: for any shape 1, the number of 
balanced tableaux of shape ;1 equals the number of standard tableaux of 
shape il. We will do this by constructing and explicit bijection between the 
sets %9(n) and 9’(n). The construction makes use of the bijection r already 
defined for staircase shapes. The idea is this: given a standard tableau T of 
arbitrary shape 1, “pack” T in a standard staircase tableau Tt in a 
canonical way. Then apply r to T+, obtaining a reduced decomposition. 
Then apply the map described in Theorem 4.2 to get a balanced staircase 
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tableau B + . Finally, “unpack” B+ canonically, and get a balanced 
tableau B of shape A. We begin by defining a canonical packing of a 
standard tableau. 

DEFINITION 9.1. Let T be a standard tableau of shape A. Let II+ = AcN1 
denote the smallest staircase shape which contains 1. Let n denote the num- 
ber of cells in A, and let L denote the number of cells in A+. Let Tf be the 
tableau obtained from T by assigning labels {n + l,..., L} to the cells of the 
skew shape A+/1 in “top-down reading order,” i.e., reading the rows from 
left to right, starting from the top. 

For example, if T is a tableau of shape A = { 5,2, 1, 1 }, the canonical 
packing of T is illustrated in Fig. 9.1. Here the circled elements represent 
the new cells added, and the letters denote labels in the original tableau. 

Given T+, we can construct a reduced decomposition r( T+) using the 
algorithm described in Section 5. Let B+ EB(A+) denote the balanced 
tableau obtained from r(T+) using the correspondence delined in 
Theorem 4.2. Finally, let B denote the tableau obtained from B+ by suc- 
cessively deleting the labels L, L - I,..., n + 1, using the “column-exchange” 
insertion-deletion procedure, described in Lemma 2.5. We illustrate the 
process with an example. If T and Tf are as defined below, in Fig. 9.1, it is 
not difficult to check that the first six letters in lJT+) are 1 2 3 2 4 3, 
corresponding to the letter transpositions (12), (13) (14), (34) (15) (35). 
Hence Bt can be represented by the first tableau in Fig. 9.2. Here the 
primed letters represent some rearrangement of the original letters a, b,..., i. 
Provided all of this works as desired, we will get a sequence of mappings 

T+T+-+f(T+)+B++B (9.1) 

whose composition is a map from Y(A) to B(A). We claim that it does 
work: 

T +  = 

FIG. 9.1. Canonical packing of a standard tableau. 
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b’ d’ c’ a’ e’ 

f’ 9’ i@l@ 

h’ 

if 

- 

FIG. 9.2. Canonical unpacking of a balanced tableau. 

LEMMA 9.2. Zf the maps (9.1) are defined as above, then 

(i) the construction of B from Bf can be carried out, i.e., column- 
exchange deletion is valid at every step, 

(ii) the shape of B is equal to 1 (hence BE &I(A)), and 

(iii) the map T+ B is a bijection from Y(A) to B(A). 

Proof: Let S denote the standard skew subtableau of T+ consisting of 
the circled elements. Then S has rows of length C(~ = N - i-ii, 
1 d i < N - 1, where N - 1 is the number of columns of T+. We claim first 
that during the evacuation of T+, the elements of S always remain in the 
same column. This can easily be shown by induction on L -n, the number 
of circled elements. If o = T(S) denotes the word obtained by evacuating S 
completely, it is easy to describe o explicitly and characterize the action of 
71 = n(o) on the sequence 1 2.. . n. We can express CO as a product of sub- 
words of the form 

k(k- 1) (k-2)...(k-a&,+,) (9.2) 

for k = 1,2 ,..., N- 1. In other words, rc moves k + 1 to the left ~1~~~ 
positions, sequentially, as k = 1, 2,..., N- 1. For example, if T is as 
illustrated in Fig. 9.1, then 

w  = [l-J [2] [32] [43]. 

Here we have bracketed the subwords of the type represented in (9.2). 
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FIG. 9.3. Bijection from Y’(A) to 9(k) with I= (3, 2). 

It follows from these observations that as the circled elements of T+ are 
evacuated, all of the elements in row i introduce inversions x > y with the 
same y, namely, y = f= N + 1 - i. As a consequence, these elements also lie 
inrow iofB+. We conclude that the circled elements are increasing in each 
column of B+. Furthermore, this last fact remains true (by induction) after 
each step of the column-exchange deletion process. We conclude that 
column-exchange deletion is always valid: it can only fail if at some stage 
the largest label is not the lowest entry in its column. Since the circled 
elements are increasing in each column, this can never happen. Property 
(ii) follows immediately from the fact that the uncircled elements of each 
row and column remain unchanged throughout the deletion process 
(although the rows and columns are permuted). 

To prove (iii) it is only necessary to show that the preimage of a fixed 
arrangement of circled elements in B+ is uniquely determined, i.e., if S’ is 
any skew tableau with T(S) = T(S) = o, then S’ = S. This is not true in 
general, but is true if S arises from a “canonical packing.” It is not hard to 
show this directly (by induction, using the ideas developed in the first part 
of this proof). However, it is even easier to derive it from Corollary 8.5 of 
the last section. 

Let p be any subshape of A rN1 As in the statement of Corollary 8.5, let . 
q,(w) denote the number of skew tableaux s’ of shape IrN1/p such that 
Z-(Y) = w. Let 0 = ?n ~ I, where rc = n(o). By Corollary 8.5, I]~ (0) is equal 
to the coefficient m,(o) in the expansion of I~(o)I. But is is easy to verify 
(using the fact that the inversions of o correspond exactly to the uncircled 
elements of B+) that r(a) = 2 and ?(a) = 1*. Hence $‘(a)* = c(a), and the 
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only nonzero coefficient is ml(o) = 1. Hence ni(w) = 1 and qP (w) = 0 if 
,u #A. This completes the proof. 1 

We can now state the main theorem of this section: 

THEOREM 9.3. Let Q denote the map T + B defined by (9.1). Then 52 is a 
bijection from Y(A) to g(l). 

Figure 9.3 illustrates the steps in the bijection from Y(1) to a(A) when 
A = { 3,2}. The reader can check that the correspondence agrees with the 
one obtained in Lemma 3.3. We conjecture that this is always the case: Q 
agrees with all of the special cases treated in Section 3. We have verified 
this for many examples, but so far do not have a general proof. 
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